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SGAback 
to business 
. Homecoming, 
SGA electionS 
to beheld online 
BY ANNE BAUER . 
Managing Editor 
Each winter semester UM·St. 
Louis students are asked to take 
prut in democracy at the University . 
level. 
Starting this year, both the 
election of the Homecoming Court 
and Student Governrn,ent 
. Association elections will be held 
online through the University's 
MyGateway system. 
"You [students] can vote from 
anywhere in the world. It is very 
cool and will hopefully increase 
voter tumout," SGA Vice-
President Robert Clarke, who also 
heads up the Homecoming 
committee; saieL Clarke also added 
that the MyGateway service is 
very secure. 
All students currently enrolled 
at the time of the elections are able 
--"--
'You [students] can 
vote from anywhere in 
the world. H is very 
cool and wHl hopeNfly 
increase voter 
turnout.' 
- Robert Clarke 
Student Government 
Association Vice-President . 
"--
to vote. By voung through the 
. MyGateway system students' 
identities are able to be verified. 
The change in voting 
procedures for both elections was 
announced at the January monthly 
SGA meeting this past Friday in 
the SGA Chamber of the 3rd floor 
of the MSC. 
The UM-St. Louis 
BY .JASON GRANGER 
" .... ~~ ".,. .M _ _ . _ ~.M __ ,"' . ' _ _ _ _ M'~" __ 
News Editor 
According to the Coordinating 
Board for Higher Education (CBHE), 
which is funded by the Missouri 
Department of Higher Education, 
UM- St Louis is the only campus in . 
the UM-System that is underfunded . . 
CBHE's findings come on the 
heels of massive budget cuts to higher 
education out of Gov. Bob Holden's 
office. Holden has slashed nearly $300 
million ' from the higher education 
budget 
--"--
'This is the first public 
'recognition of 
inequity ••• UMSL is 
underfunded in 
comparison to the 
other campuses.' 
-Sam Andermariam . 
Student Govemment 
Association President 
--"--
The findings of CBlrn lend 
credibility to System President 
Manuel T. Pacheco's testimony before 
the Missouri House Subcommittee on 
Appropriations-Higher Education 
Equity Funding on Oct 10, 2001. In 
his testimony, Pacheco asserted that 
UM-St. Louis is underfunded in 
comparison to UM- Kansas City and ' 
Southwest Missouri State University. 
The CBIrn apparently agrees with 
this idea, as they released their 
findings last week, bearing out 
Pacheco's statements. According to 
the CBHE report, the UM-System 
itself receives appropriate funding , 
while UM-St Louis "may not receive 
an adequate share of state funding 
from the UM Board of Curators."_ 
UM-St. Louis currently has 
approximately 22 percent of the 
overall student population of the UM-
System, yet receives only 16 percent 
of the overall System funding. 
According to Vice-Chancellor for 
un e 
I 
CMSU 
UM-Rolla 
Managerial and Technical Services 
Jim Krueger, UM-St. Louis's 
operating fund budget for this year is 
$108,953,583. This includes money 
provided by the state for maintenance, 
construction, payroll and other general 
operation systems. It does not include 
private grants and loans from outside 
the DM-Sy!/tl!m or the state 
~overnment. 
Comparatively, UM-Columbia 
receives $383,000,000; UM- Kansas 
City receives $239,238,866; and UM-
Rolla receives $46,825,248, for a total 
System-wide disbursement of 
$778,017,697. 
Because the CBHE's report 
investigated just the System and not 
individual campuses, no adjustment 
for the budget was made. According to 
the CBHE, the investigation was 
conducted in ' this way because the 
other schools investigated (including 
Southeast Missouri State University in 
Cape Girardeau, Southwest Missouri 
State University in Springfield and 
Truman State University in Kirksville) 
are individual entities, not system 
participants, so the UM-System was 
counted as one school with many 
campuses. However, in their research, 
they discovered the disparity in the 
disbursement by the B<)ard of 
Curators. 
Kroeger said he agrees with the 
CBHE's findings. 
'1 accept what the CBHE said 
about UM-St. Louis ," Krueger said. "I 
believe that UM-St. Louis IS 
underfunded, yes." 
Do the findings of the CBHE mean 
UM-St. Louis is going to receive an 
audit to determine where, if at all, it 
will receive a raise in its funding? 
Probably not. The CBHE's overall 
finding, that the System is not 
underfunded, means that no new 
adjustments will be made. This means 
UM-St. Louis will not be receiving 
new funding, from either the state or 
the Board of Curators. 
There are a few options open to 
'The Hours' in theaters now See page 10 
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UM-St. wuis. Those options include: 
·An aggressive campaign by the 
administration for funding from 
outside sources, including Monsanto, 
Anheuser-Busch and Savvis. 
·An . appeal to the Boru'd of 
Curators to increase funding to the 
campus, 
·A direct appeal to Holden to 
intervene and put pressure on the 
Board of Curators. 
Of these options, the most realistic 
and easily attainable goal is a 
"donation blitz" made by campus 
administrators, something newly 
appointed System President Elson 
Floyd outlined when he was fIrst 
nruned to the position. According to 
Floyd, it is the responsibility of each 
campus to engage in their own 
attempts to bring in private dollars. 
However, he has said that he will take 
a personal interest in the plight of each 
campus, 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) Presid~nt Sam Andermariam 
expressed his pleasure over this report 
at the SGA meeting last Friday. 
"111is i~ the first public recognition 
of inequity . . .. The commission has 
pointed out the equity that goes on 
within our crunpus, i.e. beil1g UMSL is 
underfunded in comparison to tlle 
other camp ," Andertnariam ai.d. 
"It's very exciting. I think. It's 
something we ' e been fighting for for 
a long time, to have a legislative 
committee recognize that is a huge 
step." 
Andermariam went on to say UM-
St wuis has hired a consultant to help 
spread the word of the inequity in the 
UM-System to the incoming freshmen 
legislators in tlle l'vfi souri State 
Congress. 
"How this relates to the budget 
issue, we get to know these legislators 
on behalf of our university," 
Anderrnarirun said. "We explain how 
the budget breakdown works, and at 
the end of the day hopefully, we'll get 
equity." 
Homecoming will be held the 
week of Monday, Feb. 17 to 
Saturday, Feb. 22. Applications 
for king and queen are now 
available in the Office of Student 
Life. 
Gov. Holden addresses sta e 
"We have an entire week of 
acti vi ties planned struting on the 
17th. There is going to be a blood 
. drive, the beginning of banner 
awards and Rec Sports table 
tennis," Clarke said. 
Other activities during the week 
will include Powder Puff Football, 
the Big Man on Campus event, a 
mini-parade, a bonfire and pep 
rally and Homecoming Court 
elections. The Homecoming dance 
will be held from 7' p.m. to 
midnight on Friday, Feb. 21 at 
Wrndows off Washington. 
"It is going to be a very nice 
affair. It is very classy down there. 
The king and queen will be 
crowned there, and the spirit 
competition winners will be 
announced," Clarke said. "Tickets 
will be avairable soon." 
,-----------
see ELECTIONS, page 3 
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BY .JASON GRANGER 
.. - ',- ~.,,--- .. --.~--
News Editor 
Gov. Bob Holden gave his State of 
the State address before the 
assembled state senators and 
congressmen Jan. 15 in Jefferson 
City. Dominating his address was the 
issue of the $1 billion shortfall the 
sta~ of Missouri now faces. 
"You have a unique opportunity to 
offer ' wisdom, experience and 
knowledge to help us meet the most 
challenging budgetary situation faced 
by our state since the Great 
Depression," Holden said. "For the 
first time in years, we have a divided 
government. .. with one party 
controlling the executive branch and 
another controlling the legislature. 
Cynics say this kind of government 
cannot work. For the sake of the 
people of the state of Missouri, I say 
it must!" 
Holden Went on to say that he 
wants to work with both democrats 
and republicans to solve the budget 
crisis the state now faces. He also 
encouraged veteran legislators to 
advise the incoming freshmen 
senators and congressmen on how to 
handle the crisis . 
• ''We must all remember. who sent 
us here," Holden said. "Our woi:k: is 
about the people. Our work.is about 
those people back home who have 
put their trust in us." 
Holden, who ran his gubernatorial 
campaign on an education platfonn, 
also addressed the need to keep 
Missouri as a "knowledge-based 
economy." He said the key to 
maintaining this "knowledge-based 
economy is via education . 
AcCording to Nick Bowman, lobbyist 
for the Associated Students of the 
University of Missouri (ASUM), 
approximately one-third of the 
governor's address was dedicated to 
education, and specifically to higher 
education. 
"[President Harry] Truman put it 
best when he said, some 50 years ago, 
that education and research are 
essential to the future of this state," 
Bowman said. '1 think this is the year 
that the Missouri Congress will 
finally understand that" 
. Gov. Holden has taken steps 
towards ensuring the security of the 
Higher Education department, and he 
announced them in his address. 
According to Holden, Higher 
Education's future is largely in the 
hands of businesses in Missouri. As 
such, he has created the Commission 
of the Future of Higher Education 
and the Research Alliance of 
Missouri. 
Holden's Commission on the 
Future of Higher Education is a 
voluntary commission that will make 
recommendations on funding sources 
for the colleges and universities, 
strengthening the link between higher 
education and economic growth in 
Missouri, and improving' higher 
education as an overall structure. 
"If you are in business in 
Missouri, the benefits of a strong 
higher education system flow directly 
to you," Holden said, "from the 
quality of your future workforce to 
Mike Sherwin! The Current 
Gov. Bob Holden, shown from his public forum at UM-St. Louis last November, recently 9ave his 
State of the State address to the Missouri State Legislature. 
the research that provides advances in 
agriculture, technology, life sciences, 
biotechnology and advanced 
manufacturing. " 
The Research Alliance of 
Missouri was created to coordinate 
research and provide more access to 
technology for Missouri businesses. 
This organization contains both 
members of higher education and the 
private sector, who will both repolt to 
Holden. 
According to Bowman, there is 
not much information available about 
the two new organizations. 
. -,. ~-.------. ---
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Tues 21 
NEA meeting 
The first meeting of the UM-St. 
Louis student NEA will be held 
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. in MSC 
conference room 313. At the 
meeting, the student conference 
and school supply drive will be 
discussed. For information, email 
umsl_snea @yahoo.com. 
Tues 21 
Homecoming 
There will be a homecoming 
meeting at 11 a.m. on Jan. 21 on 
the 3rd floor of the MSC. 
Anyone interested in planning 
Homecoming 2003 , join the 
comm.ittee. For any questions, 
contact Julie Clifford at 314-
960-1374 or julie3_clif-
ford@hotmaiLcom. 
The 
The following crimes were reported to 
the UM-St. Louis Police Department 
between ],m. 10 and Jan. 16. 
January 10 
Disturbance - University Meadows. 
Uninvited gue ts would not leave a 
party. 
Tues 2 1 (cont.) 
Rec Sports 
Rec Spons' Spring Aerobics classes 
begin today and run through May 9. 
Two 8-week sessions will be offered. 
Session 1: Jan. 21 to March 15; ses-
sion 2: March 17 - May 9. There will 
be a one-time fee. Rec Sports spin-
ning classes and 3-on-3 ba~ketball 
tournaments are also available. For a 
complete wellness schedule or to reg-
ister, contact the Rec Sports Office, 
203 Mark Twain or call 516-5326. 
Wed 22 
Golden Key 
Golden Key International 
Honour Society will have its 
monthly meeting at 4 p.m. in the 
GK cubicle. The cubicle is on the 
3rd floor of the MSC in the 
Student Organizations Office. 
s 
January 12 
Burglary 2nd Degree - Hollywood 
Park Apartments. 
A TV, a VCR, and some tapes were 
taken. 
January 13 
Burglary 2nd Degree - Clark Hall. 
A TV and VCR were taken. 
Wed 22 (cont.) 
Rec Sports 
The entry deadline for the following 
Rec Sports activities is tcxlay, Jan. 22. 
Wrllleball tournament - Jan. 23 
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Coed Volleyball League - Games on 
Monday nights beginning Jan. 27. 
Basketball Leagues - Tuesday night 
men's & women's leagues beginning 
Jan. 28. 
Arena Football. l£agues - Men's 
and women's no-contact indoor foot-
ball on Wednesday evening. begin-
ning Jan. 29. 
Bowling Doubles Leagues - Cost is 
only $1.25 a week for 3 games. 
For more information on these events, 
call 516-5326. 
Thur 23 
Gallery Visio 
A reception for the artists of the Post-
Neoism exhibit will be from 5:30 
p.m. to 7 p.m. For more. information, 
call the gallery at 516-7922. Gallery 
Visio will be hosting the exhibit 
"Post-Neoism" through Feb. 5. 
January 14 
Harassment - 3976 Florissant Rd. 
Argument between two parents wait-
ing for school bus. 
January 15 
Trespassing - Seton Hall. 
The City Improv 
Players 
I I 
l 
January 22, 2003 . ~~ 
Doors open @ 7:30 p.m. 1.;'· 
S~ow starts @ 8 p.m. 
Pilot House 
STUDENTS, ·FACULTY, STAFF, 
FRIENDS AND FAMILY. 
ARE ALL WELCOME! 
Fri 24 
UPS 
The University Program Board is 
having a general staff meeting at 3 
p.m. in MSC Century Room A The 
University Program Board is having 
an open meeting. Have opinions 
about what activities you'd like to see 
on campus? Let us know. For more 
information. call Shannon .or Korey 
at 516-5531. 
Fri 24· 
Academic affairs 
The office of Multicultural 
Relation.."tAcademic Affairs is spon-
soring a Guaranteed 4.0 Semina! 
IJWorkshop II. The workshop Will be 
held from 10 a.m.. to noon and from 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m. in 126 SSB. For more 
information, contact Linda Sharp at 
516-6807. 
Sat·25 
Student Life· 
The St Louis Blues vs. the Dallas 
Stars is · at 8 p.rn. at TIle Savvis 
Center. Tickets are available for · a 
reduced TItle for students. For more 
information, ca11s16-s291. 
Fri 31 
Student Life 
There is late night ice skating from 9 
p.m. to 12 am. at Steinberg Skating 
Rink. 
Put it on t he· 
Board! 
Place your event on The 
Board in our upcoming ~­
tion; restrictions apply. Call 
516-5174 for infonnation. I 
I 
C01~rections 
In issue 1073 of The Current. the photo that accompanied the article 
"Director 'hired for $50 million center" was incorrectly labeled as being 
taken by Mike Shen in of The Cunent. The photo was taken by Sara 
Quiroz of The Current. 
In issue 1073 of The Cun ent, numerous dates were erroneous in the 
story entitled "Gallery Visio and Black Arts Expo." For a correct listing 
of dates and time for gallery events see the calendar on page 6 of this . 
issue. 
ISle 
www.statravel.com l't!1TRAVELI 
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Add to your 
resume 
"working at 
The Currenf' 
The Current is 
looking to fill 
several pOSitions. 
See our ad on page 
5. 
or 
Call 516-6810 for 
more information 
or bring your 
resume and cover 
letter to 388 MSC. 
, 
. 
gnl . ! 
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January 20, 2003 cJ~ Current 
Welcome back .•• 
UMSL ·back in books 
~_!A!E ~DDR~~~~_I~o~E.q~~J_ .. _. __ _____ . ___ . __ . __ . _______ . _ _ ... _ ..___ .. __ ._ 
"It's kind of a wait-and-see situa-
tian," Bawman said. "Gav. Halden 
really didn' t ga into much detail dur- . 
ing his speech." 
Halden also said he believes the 
investment in higher education will 
became even more important as the 
ecanamy goes tlrrough changes. 
"As we advance ta the ecanamy .of 
the future, .our investment in higher 
educatian becomes even mare impor-
tant," Halden said. "Investments made 
in .our Universities ... made when .our 
ecanamy was stranger ... were the . 
right investmentS to make." 
According to Holden, Missouri is 
focusing an "innovation and the criti-
cal areas .of the life sciences, advanced 
manufacturing and information tech-
nalogy." 
But to quate the Chancellor at the 
University of Missouri-Columbia 
[Ri~hard L. Wallace], "It takes a long 
tpne"[Q .4-\ld up a maj ~q uni-
versity, .ane that cantn utes t.o our 
eronomy and one that crn:upetes with 
ather major universities, and .only a 
shart time to tear one down." 
Holden spent a majority of his 
speech addressing the currenteconom-
ic crisis the state of Missouri is facing~ 
"We must als.o resolve our budget 
situation if we are to move our state 
forward," Holden said. 'Missouri now 
faces a projected $1 billion shortfall." 
According to Holden, .only $6.8 
billion of the state budget is state gen-
eral revenue, the rest of the budget is 
federal money earmarked for specific 
programs such as interstate highway 
maintenance and state funds that can-
not be'lL~ed to balance the budget 
According to Halden one half of 
. the $6.8 billion dollars is for educa-
tion, both K-12 and higher education. 
The 'rest of the money is set aside for 
services far the mentally ill and the 
disadvantaged and for ensuring public 
safety, which includes state prisons 
and the Highway Patrol. 
--"--To thos~ who sug-" 
gest we need to cut 
spending, let me 
assure you we 
have ••• and will con-
tinue to reduce the 
size of government. 
-Gov. Bob Holden 
--" 
While Holden stressed bi-partisan 
cooperation, he did take aim at 
Republican criticism that the budget 
shortfall arose from over-spending. 
'To those who suggest we need to 
cut spending, let me assure you we 
have .. . and will continue to reduce the 
size of government," Holden said. 
"But if we are to be honest, we must 
acknawledge that, already, Missouri 
ranks near the bottom in per capita 
spending by the state government. In 
fact, we are 44 in per capita spending." 
Holden went on to point out ·the 
fact that his administratian has done 
more to streamline the Missouri gov-
ernment that any aclmip.istration, 
ELECTIONS, from page 1 . 
There are several ways in which 
organizatians can become involved in 
Homecoming, the most lXlpular of 
which being the Spirit Contest 
"Over all the events throughout the 
week there will be a tabulation of the 
number of people from each organiza-
tian that were involved. Whichever 
.organization has the highest amalL!lt 
.of points wins a trophy," Clarke said. 
Homecaming committee meetings 
are held at 11 a.m. on Fridays in the 
Pilot House. Those .organizations 
wishing to send a representative to 
help in planning and ta receive more 
information on how organizations can 
became involved ' with Homecoming 
are urged to do so. 
For this election the Chat Room on 
the 1st floor of the MSC will be 
reserved strictly for students ",rishing 
to vote the two days of the electian, 
April 15 and 16. The SGA 2003 
General Election Policy packet is naw 
completed and shauld be available 
on-lille at the SGA website by the end 
of this week The packet includes 
rules and regulations, job descrip-
tions, procedures, scheduling, an 
application and eligibility require-
me.nts. 
'''Ib.iS policy will caver any consti-
tutional amendments. Members at 
large and the top three executive posi-
tians are elected by a general election: 
the camptroller, vice-president and 
president," Clarke said. . 
These packets, which include 
applications, are currently available in 
the Office of Student Life. The dead-
Democrat or Republican, in recent his-
tory. 
According to Halden, his adminis-
tration has cut $900 million from the 
budget, and more than 1,000 state jobs 
have been eliminated. Holden added 
that Missouri's constitution mandates 
a balanced budget, and his budget cuts 
"and job eliminations have come in 
direct response to that mandate. 
Halden. asked the legislature to 
approve an appropriation for the secu-
ritizatian of the tobacco settlement 
awarded to Missouri after State 
Attorney General Jay Nixon success-
fully sued the major tabacco compa-
nies. 
"Without this action, deep cuts in 
education and other vital services will 
be necessary," Holden added. "I trlLSt 
you will see the wisdom of fallowing 
through and implementing tobacco 
securitization as you overwhelmingly 
approved it last year." 
Bawman believes the governar 
was sinGere in hi appeal to keep high-
er education'in good ecanomic stand-
ing. 
'That's important.to us as students 
because it shows that, perhaps, finally 
.our elected officials are beginning to 
IL!lderstand the role that colleges and 
universities play in the big picture," 
Bowman said. ''Now it is up to us as 
students to let our legislators know that 
we simply won't stand for another cut; 
it is not acceptable. That is why, this 
session, it is very important that we 
contact our Congress and tell them, 
"You cannot cut higher educatian out 
of the picture, or yau're selling the 
state of Missouri short'" 
line to file for candidacy is 5 p.m. on 
March 21, the day of the March SGA 
meeting. 
"Students will then have approxi-
mately two to three weeks to cam-
paign," Clarke said. 
Eligibility requirements include 
that students must have a cumulative 
GPA of 2.0 or above and must consent 
to a backgrolL!ld review by the Vice-
Chancellar of Student Affairs, who is 
currently Curt Coonrod. From the 
background review, the student must 
be faund free of any current or prior 
convictians exceeding misdemeanor 
crimes. 
"Basically, you can never have any 
charge against you greater than a 
speeding ticket to serve in office," 
Clarke said. 
Mike Sherwinl The Current 
After a brief hibernation, the campus comes alive once again w ith familiar throngs of student s. A 
long line of returning students march across the Millennium Student Center bridge Wednesday 
morning (above). Justin Lucy, general MBA student, studies in t he Thomas Jefferson Library last 
Thursday (right). 
BY MELISSA M C C RARY 
Staff Writer 
On Monday, January 13, many 
students were nat looking forward to 
kicking off a new semester and 
returning to school. 
Th~ week began pretty hectically 
. after many students were late to their 
Classes due ' to the lack of parking 
spaces. There have been nlLIDerous 
lots closed for construction or repairs, 
including Garage E (by the MSC), 
which accommodates a large an10lL!lt 
of vehicles parked on campus. To 
some students, finding a garage that 
was not completely filled seemed ta 
be the biggest challenge of their day. 
"I think that lJMSL could make 
this semester better by making more 
available parking," ~aid Jeff Garrett, 
seniar. 
Not only was parking a problem, 
but finding new classes was also an 
obstacle. It wasn't just new students 
or transfer students but also returning 
students who were getting lost since 
few of the buildings on campus are 
clearly identified on their exteriors. 
"On my first day back, I was sit-
ting in class and then realized that I 
was in a Calculus caurse rather than 
Trigonametry and that I had got the 
rooms mixed up'," said Jeff Bosaw, 
freshman. 
Another problem for students is 
that some are having a difficult time 
getting into the classes they need. 
There are many classes being offered 
this semester that weren't offered last 
semester and may or may not be 
offere.d next semester. The 
Registrar's Office has built up large 
wait lists for classes with too many 
students. 
Another dilemma during the fust 
week .back to schoal was purcha~ing 
books. Those who did not purchase 
their books or matelials during the 
winter break have undoubtedly 
noticed the extremely long lines in 
the University Bookstore. At the 
beginning of the week, the line was 
often wrapped between shelves, 
stretching to the other side of the 
store. With more than five cashiers at 
a time, the employees were tTying 
their best to get students in and out. 
"I waited 20 minutes in line to get 
my books," said Kimberly Kerns, 
sophomore. 
Even though things are hectic and 
some people dreaded coming back to 
schaal or work, the majority .of stu-
dents are loaking forward to the 
activities offered this semester. 
"I think winter break was long 
enough. I got to go on vacation for a 
week, then go home, and I still had 
time to do everything that I wanted to 
do," said Rob Vossmeyer. freshman. 
Siegel: 'We cannoti protect you' 
Rec;ently there have 
been some problems 
with copyrighted 
materially being 
downloaded and 
shared among those 
on t he campus selVer. 
Assoc iate Vice-
Chancellor of 
Information 
Technology Jerry 
Siegel speaks to the 
SQA assembly Friday 
about the problem of 
Int ernet downloads of 
copyrighted material. 
He cautioned, "the 
University has to fol-
low .the law as an 
Internet SelVice 
Provider," and t hat f o r 
dorm residents 
caught with copy-
righted materials, "we 
will block your port, 
and your accounts 
will be shut dow n." 
Siegel also not ed that 
the University cannot 
protect students from 
corporations c oming 
after them for sharing 
or copying copyright-
ed m aterials. 
Mike Sherwin! The Current 
·NEWSBRIEFS--------------
~endary rocker arrested for 
d pornography 
Lead guitarist and sangwriter for 
the legendary rock band The Who, 
Pete Townshend, was arrested last 
Monday ill London on s!LSpicion .of 
possessing and distributing child 
pornography yia the Internet He was 
released Tuesday morning. 
Townshend was not charged with 
a crime, bm he had to agree to return 
ta Scotland Yard at a later date. 
Townshend said he was research-
ing material far his autobiography. He 
believes he was molested asa child 
and was trying to ascertain the extent 
of child pomagraphy an the internet. 
ill the past, Tawnshend has been .out-
spoken about child welfare and the 
I. devastating effects of child pornogra-
phy. 
Townshend is responsible for all 
of The \\'ho's hits including "Pinball 
W1Z.ard," . 'Join Together," "Won't Get 
Fooled Again" and "My Generation." 
UMSL tops in physics 
According to a study conducted by 
Bruce Wilking, professor and chair of 
the Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, UM-St. Louis produces 
the most physics degrees in the UM-
System. 
According to the study, UM -St. 
Louis produced 25 Bachelor of 
Science degrees and 14 Masters of 
Science degrees in physics. 
Vv~tlking also discovered that, of 
the 200 physics departments nation-
wide with between seven and four-
teen faculty members, 'uM-St. Louis 
produced more physics graduates 
than 80 percent of the ather calleges. 
President Floyd appoints 
chancellor search committee 
New System President Elson 
Floyd has appointed an 18-member 
committee to search for the new chan-
cellor of UM-St. Louis. Currently, 
Don Driemeier is serving as Interim 
Chancellor. 
Blanche M . Tauhill served as 
chancellor of UM- St. Louis from 
1991 until December of 2002. She is 
currently serving as chancellor emeri-
tus. 
On the committee, Floyd has 
included two UM-St Louis students. 
The students are SGA President Sam 
Andemariam and Chair of the Student 
Senate Maria Curtis. The committee 
plans to meet sametime this week 
"Initially, it was going to be one 
[student], but persistent lobh:-ing b~ 
Maria Curtis ensured us two student 
representatives," Andemariam said. 
"At the meeting, he LJ:iloyd] is going 
to officially let us know what he 
expects from the corrunittee and how 
he wants it to function." 
Other members of the search 
committee are Douglas Smith, 
Lawrence Barton, James H. Buford, 
Deborah J. Burris, Karen Carroll, 
Richard C.D. Fleming, Melissa 
Hattrnan. VInita Henry, John Hylton, 
Dixie Kohn, Jackie McBrady, Ronald 
Munson, Teri A. Murray, Lois H. 
Pierce, Van A. Reidhead and Patricia 
E. Simmons. 
Wtnter stonn fizzles out 
Wmter stonn warnings were post-
eel for the entire St. Louis area as 
meteorologists predicted anywhere 
between 3 and 9 inches would fall. 
As Thursday rolled arowld, St. 
Louis received a little less than an 
inch of snow. This occurred after sev-
eral St. Louis area businesses and 
schools clased down in anticipation 
of the snow. 
Nobel laureate in chemistory 
to visit UMSL 
William S. Knowles, who shared 
the 2001 Nobel Prize for chemistry 
for his work on chiraUy catalyzed 
hydrogenation reactions, will lecture 
on "Thoughts from a Nobel 
Laureate." 
His lecture will take place at 8:30 
p.rn. in Century Room C of the 
Millenniwn Student Center. For more 
information, call (314) 516-6226 ore-
mail biokmare@admiral.urnsl.edu. 
On the !lY: lecture to discuss 
tropical binfs 
Patricia Parker, biology depart-
ment chiir, \>,fill present the lecture 
"Surveying Birds in Paradise" at 7:30 
p.m. in the Living World's Anheuser-
Busch Theater at the Sf. Louis Zoo. 
Parker will report on avian health 
research in the Galapagos Island 
chain. A social gathering beginuing at 
7 p.m. will precede the talk, which is 
a part of the St Louis Zoo Friends 
Speaker Series. Admission is free for 
Zoo Friends members and five dallars 
for the general public. Admission for 
students and seniors iB three dollars. 
For more information, call (314) 768-
5440. 
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A voice said, 'It's you,' Of" 
how· I became chancellor 
Let's start the semester off with an 
easy question: Who hired you? That is 
to say, who made the final decision to 
place you behind the desk instead of 
boot you out the door? That's a pretty 
basic fact everyone knows, right') 
Wrong. 
Donald Driemeier, the newly 
appointed chancellor of UM-St. 
Louis, doesn't. He said that he thinks 
Manuel Pacheco, former president of 
the UM System, hired him, but he is 
not sure. Blanche M. Touhill, 
Driemeier's predecessor, claims to 
have stayed out of the 
replacement process. This dodg-
ing and uncertainly is not sur-
prising' however. 
Recently, the 
hiring pro-
cedures 
for top admin-
istrative positions in 
the UM System have been 
anything but upfront. 
The interviews and applications for 
UM System president were kept top 
secret. The names of candidates were 
not released. Was this because the 
System was making shady deals') Was 
it that the applicants didn't want their 
names attached to the University of 
Missouri-and if so, why were they 
even considered, and why did the 
System assist them in hiding their 
faces? Maybe it was simply that 
someone in the System got confused 
by the idea that the entire University 
of Missouri is a publicly funded 
school and therefore should release 
such important information to the citi-
zens and students who pay the bills 
that keep the institution alive, While 
no claims of misdoing have can be 
sub tantiated (particularly because the 
samt;; information that was hidden 
from the public is still being hidden) 
and few, if any, such accusations have 
been made, such secretive· hiring prac-
tices lead only to suspicion and doubt 
Has the hiring proCtiss of the UM 
System become so cloudy and shady 
that it leaves even the applicants puz-
zled? Maybe it is this cloak-and-dag-
ger approach that has Driemeier con-
fused. It would probably bewilder 
anyone. 
Even the concept of this kind of 
secrecy in hiring someone to what is 
essentially a · public office shatters 
when held up against rational thought. 
A similar scenario would cause 
uproar from the · American citizens: 
Suppose the U.S , presidency is vacant 
The president is obviously paid by tax 
dollars. All anyone knows is that a 
group is holding interviews with pos-
sible candidates in secluded meetings 
that are completely off-limit to the 
public. That group will not give out 
·the names or qualifications of ailY of 
the applicants. Suddenly, a name is 
announced by the group as their selec-
tion to be president of the U.S. 
Now, reread the above I}:placing 
"US." with "UM System" and 
"group" with "Board of Curators." 
Sound familiar? It should. That is 
essentially the steps taken to hire 
Elson S. Floyd as president. 
A similar plot line probably fol-
lowed for hiring Driemeier. No one, 
however, seems to know. Names of 
those being considered were, yet 
again, 
held private. 
E~~~ 
interestingly, when UNI-St Louis 
was hiring a new vice-chancellor of 
student affairs, nothing was secret The 
names were announced: their vitas 
were passed out; they were even 
allowed to meet faculty, staff and stu-
dents. All sections of the UM-St Louis 
community were given the oppOltuni-
ty to take part in the selection. Thus, 
when Curt Coonrod was hired for the 
position, few were surprised. 
One could argue that no one was 
shocked because Coonrod was already 
a known figure as he had served as the 
interim vice-chancellor, The situation 
with Driemeier, howe er, is only dif-
ferent in that he had held the position 
directly below chancellor--deputy to 
the chancellor, 
Sadly, this all means that in the UN! 
System and UM-St Louis the top deci-
sions and the process of coming to 
those decisions are hidden while the 
decisions to hire lower administration 
are displayed royally. Although the 
vice-chancellors do play a vital role, 
shouldn't the decision to employ high-
er administration be the most public? 
Why is this sbroud of secrecy in 
place? Whom does it protect? What is 
being hidden? These answers are sim-
ple but are not given. This only creates 
more distrust In a time of such budget 
crisis when the campus is looking to 
mostly private donors to give money, 
is causing the UM System and UM-St. 
Louis to seem corrupt in their hiring 
processes a good idea? Only if people 
start to give money to what they don't 
believe in. 
The System and the University 
may very well not be dishonest; but if 
they are not, what are they keeping 
under so many levels of fogs and why 
are they creating this chamber of 
secrets around the mysterious it? 
The iss~~ 
The University of 
Missouri System is a 
public educational 
institution funded 
largely by tax dol-
lars. The System, 
however, continual-
ly hides its hiring 
practices from the 
citizel}s who pay 
the taxes to pay 
the salaries of those 
the System hires. 
We suggest 
The UM System and 
UM-St. Louis must 
be more open and 
forthright about 
who is being consid-
ered for jobs. It is 
important that the 
University commu-
nity knows who 
could be the next 
chancellor and how 
he or she will be 
hired. The secrecy 
must end. 
.. TeU uS what you think! Drop us 
4 .Line at the offtce,3Sa MSC, 
or online at our Web site 
W'HW' thecurrentoillin~.com. 
How do you feel about the • Hiring by the UM System 
• topiCS we've written about? • Addiction 
You can make your voice 
heard in a variety of ways! · 
• Submit a Letter to the Editor 
• Write a Guest Commentary 
• Visit the Online -Forums at . 
Dane Cheek 
Freshman 
Psychology 
---- " _. ---
I went club-hopping 
with · a couple of frfends. 
TheCurrentOnline.com 
Jaime Lincoln 
Department ASSistant 
Office of AdmiSsions 
---"--------
I spent the New Year in church 
with my family. 
January 20,1003 
S,moking is good 
for friendships 
"You're a second-hand smoker." 
I was told this on Friday after my 
contemporary British novels class. 
Taking a look around me, I noticed 
that my classmate was right. I was 
surrounded by four highly intelligent 
individuals smoking away on their 
cigarettes. Suddenly, I realized that 
almost all of my close fliends are 
smokers. 
This is quite a change from my 
youth when, at the age of four, I 
would tell diners in restaurants that 
their smoking would 
give them lung can-
cer. r m not sure how 
often my parents 
were afraid we would 
get kicked out before 
the entree was 
served. 
While the prod-
! ucts of tobacco still 
eat away at the lining 
of the lungs and 
fumes-as if such a place exists, 
Everyone in St. Louis doesn ' t 
smoke. but even when I went · to col-
lege in Jackson. Tenn., for two years, 
I had a lot of smoker ftiends there too. 
So why do I wind up with groups of 
friends consisting almost entirely of 
smokers? . 
The only conimon thread among 
them is that they are older than r am. 
I have several friends older than me, 
however, who do not smoke. so that 
theory doesn ' t work. 
Maybe my body 
is te l1ing me that I 
need nicotine . Well , 
since my parents 
never sm()ked and I 
wasn' t aroqnd tobac-
co of any sort as a 
child, I can't believe 
it's a prenatal biolog-
' ical addition. If it is, 
cause many other ail- STANFORD GRIFF'ITH 
ments, I guess I have 
second-handirig 
smoking is cheaper 
and has 110 yellow 
teeth associated with 
it, but there is still mel/owed out-a bit. Editor-in·Chief 
I still despise the lingellng smell of the smell. 
the smoke and the hOlTible smell of rve hinted to a lot of my friends 
the burning paper. which always that maybe they should stop smoking. 
makes me think that something is rot- probably because I witnessed as a 
ring. young child a very dear caretaker of 
At the same time, I daily stand mine waste away with emphysema 
! chatting with my smoker friends from his smoking. I mean, I won' t lie 
allowing the stench to penetrate my and say that 1 wouldn't find occasion-
clothes and cling to my hair. Thafs ally sitting in the non-smoking section 
what Lysol and ,washing clothes a lot a bad thing. While I'll never pick up a 
more often than would otherwise be cigarette, a cigar, a pipe or a pack of 
necessary is for. It's also why I often dip, I'm sure I'll always be taking in 
take a shower before bed. tobacco along with the deep discus-· 
I only slightly begrudge having to sions about burning with a gem-like 
sit in the smoking section with them, flame and Flaubert .  
. but no one had dare light up in my car However, over all, my smoking 
or my aprutment. friends (and, of course, my few non-
I ~e my daily Sudafed so the smoking friends) are great peo1Jle 
smoke doesn't make my nose run or who add a lot to my life--thafs \\oily 
my throat clog up. At least it makes I hang around them. So I ignore their 
me drink more water, even if the bad habits, as I'm sure they overlook 
decongestant depletes my body of mine. We have long conversations 
potassium. about nothing and still grow from 
When 1 go to' a smoking friend 's them. They puff away at their ciga-
place, Ijust simply try to sit so I'm not rettes; I watch the smoke drift into my 
downwind from the noxious and toxic sweater, and life continues. 
Thanks, but no thanks 
Everyone is addicted to some- stop molti willie they stand still, 
thing. In fact, they are lucky if they huffing and puffing, trying to breath 
can only name one thing they are while you, the smoker, lUn circles 
addicted to . There are a lot of around them') I can, because 1 have. 
unhealthy things that people love to I m not going to sue the tobacco 
indulge in; whether if is food, alcohol companies if I get cancer. and they 
or even chugs . We all pick our poison, shouldn't sue McDonald 's when they 
whether it is something that has offi - have a heart attack. The same goes for 
ciaily been labeled as unhealthy or the alcoholic that has chosen not to 
not. smoke because it is unhealthy . but 
I have one addiction that I have not can't stop twitching because they 
been able to hide: . cigarettes. Yes, need a drink 
deadly, horribly smelling, gross , Some may argue that some addic-
teeth-yellowing, expensive cigarettes, tions are more hazardous then others, 
and I don ' t blame anyone but myself. but I think that only applies to very 
I haven't been able to few scenarios when 
hide this .adQiction for taking a person's 
several reasons. One, health into account 
the obvious cigarette Yes, smoking has long 
in my hand and smoke term effects, but I . bet . 
billowillg from my you have never .)1eard 
mouth; two, the smoke of someone smoking 
smell on my clothes; one to many cigarettes 
three, the fact that I causing them to wrap 
cannot go without one their car around a. 
fO!; long enough to pole, 
hide it from anyone. People also like to 
Because it has ANNE BAUER mention that . when 
become so evident in . . dealing with an addic-
the last decade that Managing Editor . tion it is "mind .over 
smoking is unhealthy, it is hard to matter." Just because something is not 
defend an addiction such as this to the physically addictive does not mean 
non-smoker and ex-smokers with that it makes beating it any easier. In , 
halos around their heads - you know, fact, i would think that psychological 
the ones trying to save the smokers addictions are much harder to get over 
from the terrible death from lung dis- than physical ones. ' 
ease that awaits. I kllow that smoking is not good 
' I understand that they have good for me, but it is one of my pleasures; 1. 
intentions, but most of these people also know that you can't make peop~e 
who try to stop me from my danger- do anything they don't want tb . I sin-
ous habit have addictions that could cerely hope that later on in life, soon-
likely cause them very. unpleasant er than, later, I will be writing a col-
health in the future as well. Bilt these urnn about my triumphant beating of 
do-gooders always.fail to mention my addiction. Until that time, I can 
their unhealthy ways while pointing most likely be found outside the doors 
out mine. Can you imagine havrng an of one of the entrances to the MSC . 
obese pe~on tell,You that you should minding my own ~usiness. 
Chris Behrendt 
Sophomore 
Graphic Design 
----,,---
I visited my brother 
in Oakland, California. 
Communications 
----,,---
I went to a party, and my 
fianc6 and I got into a fight. 
fanuary 20,2003 . ~Iw Current Paoe' o . 
Taste the rainbow 
What color is pain? What does the 
letter "N" smell like? What does' sex 
taste like? If you can answer any of 
these questions, then you may be one 
of a small number of people with the 
capacity to experience the phenome-
non known as "synaesthesia." 
BY MICAH L. ISSITT 
. -............ ~ . ,- ..... -....... ......... .... ", 
Science Columnist 
Synaesthesia, taken from the 
Greek syn (urnon) and aesthesis (sen-
sation), literally refers to a blending of 
the senses, in which experiences from 
one sensory modality bring about 
experiences in other modalities. 
Those with this ability, sometimes 
called synaesthetes, live in a rich 
world where the senses blend seam-
lessly into one aiJ.other. They experi-
ence the smell of colors, the taste of 
music and the feeling of flavors. 
One synaesthete, describing his 
dog's barking, says: "The bark is a set 
of blue and red concentric circles that 
widen and then disappear in a shaking 
wave. It feels like sand being rubbed 
against the skin and smells and tastes 
like the peel of an orange." 
Although researchers have been 
aware of synaesthesia for over 300 
years, it remains a poorly explored 
facet of human experience. Since the 
mid 1990s, some psychologists and 
neuroscientists have been trying to 
shed some light on synaesthetic expe-
rience by performing experiments 
using brain imaging and other 
advanced neurological measure-
ments. Although some studies have 
produced interesting correlations 
between brain areas and synaesthetic 
experiences, scientists are still a long 
way from understanding the nature 
and cause of this "condition." 
In recent years some studies have' 
shown that synaesthesia seems to run 
in families, indicating that it may have 
a genetic component Other studies 
have suggested that females may be 
twice as likely to develop synaesthe-
sia, leading some to speculate that the 
trait may be located on the X chromo-
some. These genetic studies are inter-
esting but not unequivocal, as cases 
continue to arise which don't fit the 
genetic model. 
Synaesthesia is not the same as 
association. Most people are capable 
of associating certain sensations with 
other ones. People may come to asso-
ciate the taste of eggplant with the 
color purple; because raw eggplants 
are purplish, but this is not the same 
thing as synaesthetic experience. 
Synaesthetes experience an automatic 
instinctual relationship between sen-
sory modaIities. For a synaesthete, the 
relationship between two sensory 
. phenomena does not need to be 
learned, but rather, it is present from 
the first instance of experience. 
Surveys reveal that most synaes-
thetes tend to feel strongly attached to 
their peculiar sensory abilities. Many 
synaesthetes become artists, using 
their combined sensory experiences 
to produce unique artistic creations. 
In this way, a painter may paint the 
taste of a lemon, and a composer may 
compose a symphony in Christmas 
colors. 
From a scientific perspective, 
synaesthesia may be s~n as an abnor-
mal condition, but many philosophers 
hold a different opinion. In particular, 
the branch of philosophy known as 
phenomenology views synaesthesia 
as the natural condition of human 
experience. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 
one of the most influential phenome-
noloiists, wrote in the 1960s, 
"Synaesthetic perception is the rule, 
~d we are unaware of it only because 
scientific knowledge shifts the centre 
of gravity of experience, so that we 
unlearn how to see, hear, and general-
ly speaking, feel." 
If the phenomenologists are cor-
rect, then we may all be born with the 
capacity for synaesthetic experience, 
but sometime during our early devel-
opment, we are trained to separate our 
senses into distinct modalities. 
Philosopher David Abrams has spent 
many years living among indigenous 
tribal cultures. In his book The Spell 
of the Sensuous, Abrams puts forth 
the idea that many individuals in trib-
al cultures still experience the world 
synaesthetically. Without the training 
we receive in the intellectual realm, 
people retain the ability to blend their 
senses. Some philosophers have even 
suggested that most animals experi-
ence the world in a synaesthetic man-
ner and that humans are probably the 
'only animal that learns to separate the 
senses into distinct modes. 
In fact, synaesthetes living in mod-
em, industrialized ' cultures probably 
experience a much lower, more 
impoverishe.d level of synaesthesia 
than people living in tribal cultures. 
Many synaesthetes report simultane-
ous involvement of only two senses at 
a time, whereas niany tribal individu-
als most likely experience a complete 
sensory blending because they are 
never exposed to the intellectual train-
ing that teaches us t9 ' separate our 
senses into different inodes. 
For those who do not have this 
ability, you may yet be able to devel-
op it. Many phenomenologists 
believe that it is possible to cultivate 
synaesthesia simply by directing our 
attention towards the way in which 
we experience our sensory environ-
ment. By focusing direct attention on 
sensation, we may begin to notice 
slight combinations between sensa-
tions. With continued practice, the 
ability may become more acute, until 
eventually the senses become instinc~ 
tively entwined. 
However we view synaesthesia, it 
raises interesting questions about the 
nature of human experience. Because 
our eyes are separate from our ears, 
which are separate from our mouths, 
we tend to view each part of our s,en-
sory apparati as a distinct probe 
searching the outside world for infor-
mation. Instances of synaesthesia call 
these assumptions into question. 
Could it be that the separation of our 
senses is more a product of our brains 
than of our bodies' distinct sensory 
functions? In other words, the fact 
that we experience the senses distinct-
ly may be solely a result of social 
learning. With this in mind, we may 
find different answers to certain ques-
tions. Do emotions have a color? Do 
sounds have a smell? Can you taste 
the touch of a lover? The answers to 
these questions can only be found in 
the minds of each individual human. 
Tuning in to our experiences, we can 
find the answers to these questions 
hidden in the combination of the 
world and ourselves. 
Greek speaks on 'Resolutions' 
To the students of UMSL: 
In the Jan. 13 issue there was an 
article written titled, "Starting the 
New Year Right .. . Resolutions for 
UMSL." I think that I can speak for 
all of UMSL's Greek Organizations 
in saying that it is highly offensive. In 
this article it purposefully deterred 
incoming students from "getting 
suckered in the 'glitter' of the Greek 
system," accused fraternity members 
of drugging women in order to 
become more appealing to them and 
had other offensive suggestions. This 
article is a disgrace to our system. 
Here at UMSL, we do not have a 
larue Greek life, and everyday we all wo~k together in trying harder to 
make it bigger and better. We don 't do 
this in order to "brainwash" incoming 
students, but rather we do it to help 
students become more involved, to 
encourage academics and leadership 
and so much more that I could go on 
forever. I have been an initiated mem-
ber of Delta Zeta sorority for over two 
years and I have never made a better 
choice. I admit that I was skepucal 
when I first came UMSL and it's 
because of the people who share the 
opinion of the author of this article. 
Luckily, I thought for myself and 
made my 0~11 choice. I have learned 
more in this organization than in any-
thing else I have ever done. If I had 
not joined this organization, school 
would be nothing but classes. I refuse 
to graduate from UMSL feeling that I 
left nothing behind, but homework. 
Also, I would like to speak on 
behalf of the fraternities on this cam-
pus. I am very offended that these 
"resolutions" were said about these 
men. They are not only fellow Greek 
memhers to me, but also my friends, 
and! am disgusted. May I say in con-
trast to that article, that these men try 
very hard to maintain a highly regard-
ed reputation and are very involved, 
not only in Greek life, but in school as 
well. If you were to take a look 
around you would see that Greeks 
life, but in school as well. elf you were 
to look around you would see that 
Greeks are always involved in other 
organizations, i.ncluding Student 
Government and also are always 
more than willing to help organize the 
big events that all UMSL students are 
welcome to (Homecoming for exam-
ple.) 
Maybe tbe next time you decide to 
make such a statement to the students 
of UMSL you will get your facts 
straight and realize that Greek is one 
of the best choices to make as a stu-
dent. I am sorry that I even had to 
write this editorial, but now maybe 
some students will realize that stereo-
types are rarely true. Also, since 
another resolution of yours is to ;'start 
naming names in your column," why 
couldn't you have begun with signing 
your name to that article. 
Sincerely, 
Dani Stoll 
Proud member of 
Delta Zeta Sorority and Greek Life 
Editor's note for clarification 
As the text under the Opinions 
banner on the left-hand side of the 
Opinions page articulates, the weekly 
"Our Opinion" column is unsigned 
because it "reflects the majority opin-
ion of the Editorial Board" and is, 
the refore, a compilation of the writ-
ings and of the ideas of tlwse names 
listed under the Editorial Board 
heading. It is not the job of the editor-
in-chief or any other one person to 
write the column.. Also, "Our 
Opinion" is an opinion-based column 
often from what the Editorial Board 
has observed, not a fact-based article. 
Have something 
salient to say? 
Send a . letter fothe editor 
to 
current@jJnx.umsl.edu 
For additional inform'ati-on, 
see ' thel;eff-notld Sid:~ ,of: :p.c:ge 4~ . 
BY STANFORD A. GRIFFITH 
Edit~r-in-Chief 
SociaIizing means eating-whether 
it is guacamole from Mexico, curry 
from India, fajitas froin Spain, goulash 
from Hungary, salad from France, 
pizza from Italy, or borscht from 
Russia 
The language of food has a long and 
rich history. Feast and famine, immi-
gration and emigration, war and peace, 
as well as exploration and navigation 
have all contributed to the English lan-
guage food list. As the world's peoples 
become even more mobile, new foods 
will come to and from remote lands, 
adding to America's already lengthy 
menu . 
A variety of historical events has 
affected the words we use for foods. 
Many words have changed over time 
to fonn what we consider to be the 
American culinary vocabulary. 
A discussion of such changes in 
''food words" would , be too long for 
anything less than several volumes. A 
short history, however, will perhaps 
explain why .the names of certain foods 
seem almost foreign to English speak-
ers. 
In 1066, William the Conqueror 
invaded England, bringing his 
Norman-Frencb soldiers and culture. 
He also brought the French language, 
causing a permanent change in the 
English language. These French were 
the victors and begaiJ. ruling. The 
Anglo-Saxons were the farm laborers; 
they tended the cows, pigs and sheep. 
Due to their poor economic level , they 
did not eat these animals. When the 
lowly farm animals were brought into 
the kitchellS of the French cooks and 
ultimately to the dinner tables of the 
wealthy Normans, the meats had new 
names: beef, pork and mutton. Before 
these terms were "Anglicized," they 
were porr: (Pig), veau (calf), boeuf(ox 
or bullock), mouton (sheep). 
The exact reasollSthese changes in 
usage occUlred are unclear. The most 
believable hypothesis is that the 
Norman-French used their own lan-
guage when the food came to the table, 
and the farmers, who natively spoke 
Old English, kept their own words for 
the animals they tended. Since the two 
E5 
classes would have rarely spoken, if at 
all, there was little or no chance for the 
Norman diners and chefs to influence 
the language of the English herders, 
and visa versa 
Much of the life in the manor dur-
ing the Dark Ages and English 
Renaissance revolved around prepar-
ing and eating food According to Peter 
and Collen Grove, authors of "Curry, 
Spice and All Things Nice," at 
http ://www.menumagazine. co. uk, 
breakfast and supper were' simple 
meals "of bread, cheese, and wine." 
The evening meal added "a stew or 
soup (hence souper, which is Old 
French)." The mid-day meal was large, 
. lasting two hours. Many meats were 
available, as well as vegetables with 
foreign names like carrots from 
Middle French, onions from Middle 
French and beans from Old High 
German. If the lord of the manor set an 
overflowing table, he was considered 
to 'be in the high social level. King 
William himself ensured the perma-
nency of this language development by 
hosting lavish holiday dinner parties 
where these delicacies were served . . 
Another event that shaped the 
English language was the First 
Crusade. After this holy war, the cru-
saders "dispersed in 1099 spreading 
the foods, herbs and spices they had 
found in the East," according Grove. 
The family who had spices was con-
sidered socially and financially impor-
tant The wealthy now had "basil, bor-
age, mallow, dittany, true love, fennel, 
ginger, cardamom, galingale, cloves, 
sorrel, mustard seed, nutmeg, anise, 
mace, mint, peppercorns and cinna-
mon," Grove wrote. Naturally, the 
names for these spices were incorpo-
rated into the English language. The 
one seasoning that "was considered so 
important it was kept of the Tower of 
London" was salt. 
When the English settJers came to 
America (the New World), they 
brought their language amassed from 
various invasions. In this new land, 
"they encountered new plants, fish and 
animals, and found themselves among 
tribes of indigenous peoples who spoke 
strange languages, wore strange cloth-
. ing, prepared strange foods,"Riitta 
KJi.lkiijii wrote in "How Did American 
English Become American English." 
Each culture affected the other col 
ture. The English used many of thl 
Native American words to describe 
these foods they ate, such as "hickor:. 
[nuts and] pecan[s]," Kalkiija wrote 
The pronunciation and spelling wen 
greatly changed, but the new vernacu-
lar was added to English. 
For these colonists, "Americ~ 
became the melting pot of differen 
nationalities and cultures," Kii.1kii.ji 
wrote. 
According to Kalkiijii, words sud 
as "chowder [and] praline" wen 
French words that were already bein~ 
used but were "reborrowed." The) 
were the same words, but their mean· 
ings were generalized; the pronuncia· 
tions remained basically the same. 
Some words taken from thE 
Spanish are burrito, enchilada, tace 
and tequila. These words have very 
different meanings in their oliginallan· 
guage, however: little donkey for bur-
rito and heel of a shoe for taco. 
According to Kalkiijii, the Dutct 
added the words coleslaw, cookie and 
waffle. 
The Gelmans also contributed 
terms: hamburger and pretzel. They 
also added delicatessen, which was 
later shortened to deli by Amelicans. 
Those from Africa contributed 
gumbo and okra. These African words 
spread across the South during the era 
of slavery and have continued to affect 
the language of today. 
Even if an American family wants a 
quiet meal of hamburgers or frank-
furters (from Germany) or some 
dessert of cookies (from the 
Netherlands) and sherbet and coffee 
(from Turkey), they are served from 
the melting pot of language, culture, 
and foods. Some times there are so 
many food choices, a simple TV dinner 
might sound good--but, alas, televi-
sion and dinner are not American or 
English; they come from the French 
language too. 
InformatiLlfl also contributed by 
"The American Heritage 
Dictionan'." "Merrinm-Webster's 
Collegiat~ Dictonary Online" and the 
"OJ..jord English Dictollary," 3rd eci 
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POST-NEOISM 
Jan. 23 
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5:30 p.m. -7 p.m. 
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hosts 
juned 
student artwork 
GALLERYFAB 
hosts 
professional 
faculty artwork 
GALLERY 210 
hosts 
guest 
professional artwork 
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Professor probes· int o Civil War 
BY SARA PORTER 
Features Associate 
The Civil War is one of the 
most studied, most talked-
about moments in American 
History, and when people hear 
about it, they mostly think of 
battles like Fort Sumter, Bull 
Run, and Gettysburg. 
IYfissouri 's involvement in the 
Civil War is almost never dis-
cussed, but history professor 
Larry Gerteis aims to change 
that with his book, Civil War: 
SI. Louis. which was released 
last summer and is now in 
bookstores. 
Louis Gerteis, professor of 
history and chair of the same 
department, says that Missouri 
and SI. Louis were on differ-
ing sides of the War during 
this time period, with the state 
of Missouri ofiicially a slave 
state, yet most of S1. Louis 
City and County was a union 
enclave. 
"One of the stars in the 
Union flag represented 
Missouri, and so did one of the 
stars in the Confederate flag," 
Gerteis said. "Missouri as a 
state was pro-slavery, and St. 
Louis was anti-slavery and 
pro-union" 
Sara Quiroz! The Currenr 
Louis Gerteis, professor of history, has written a book. "Civil War: St. Louis," which 
was released last summer and is now available in bookstores. 
Civil War, Gerteis said. 
The opeiling of the 
Mississippi· Valley was a 
strategic move for both sides 
of the Civil War, Gerteis said. 
"St. Louis was an open strate-
gic port because of its close-
--"--
Missouri as a state 
was pro-slavery and 
St. Louis was 
anti-slavery and 
pro-union. 
- Louis Gerteis 
History professor 
--,,---
ness to the Mississippi River," 
Gerteis said of the city that in 
1850 was one of the major 
cities in the United States. "If 
you couldn't take St. Louis, 
you wouldn't beable to move 
onto Vicksburg, for example." 
encampment several dozen 
civilians were killed as were . 
several soldiers." 
Gerteis, who teaches 19th 
Century American History 
and, this semester. is teaching 
a class on Post-Civil War 
Reconstruction, was asked to 
write this book by editors 
from the University of 
Kansas. He believes that the 
Civil War is one of the most 
defining moments III 
American history. 
''It's a major war fought on 
American soil," Gerteis said. 
"More Americans died ill the 
Civil War than in all of the 
other wars combined, until 
Vietnam." 
''The Civil War was a 
defining moment in modem 
America," Gerteis said. 
"Slavery came to an end, the 
supremacy of the federal gov-
ernment emerged to govem 
over the states. For 
example,the 14th Amendment 
stated that an American citizen 
was someone who was born o( 
naturalized in America and 
then a citizen of the state in 
which they lived." 
"The Civil War gave a 
sense of what the new nation 
was about," he said_ 
Much of Gerteis's book 
deals with the opening of the 
Mississippi Valley and the bat-
tle of Camp Jackson, which 
was on the intersection of 
Grand and Lindell Blvd., near 
St. Louis Uruversity. These 
were both key events in the 
Camp Jackson, Gerteis said 
,was an important battle in St. 
Louis. 'That encampment was 
pro-Confederate, and it was 
surrounded by Federal 
Troops," Gerteis said. "Most 
were volunteers, and at the see C'V1L WAR. page 7 
Residential Life 
seeks assistants I 
BY KATE DROLET to disciplinary measures. lile job of an I 
SfajJ l);triter R.A. is to make sure that residents fol-
low these rules and, if necessary, to 
write up incident reports. With the costs of school increasing 
dramatically, wouldn't it be nice to get 
a break, say free room and board? ThL.~ 
is just one of many benefits for UM-
SI. Louis resident assistants (or an 
RA.s). 
The RA. selection process has 
already begun for the 2003-2004 
school year. The free room and board 
is, however. a privilege that must be 
earned. R.A.s are given a variety of 
duties and responsibilities, including 
community development responsibili-
ties, administrative tasks and rule 
enforcement duties. 
"I believe that community develop-
ment is the most important part of 
being an RA.," said Mitch Isaacs, 
who serves as the Graduate Assistant 
(G.A.) for Provincial House. 'That 
Since this position requires mature 
and responsible students, individuals 
must meet several requirements before 
being considered. The student mlL"t be 
enrolled at UM-St. Louis or one of its 
partners (Ranken Tech or Florissant 
Valley College). He or she must main-
taUl a 2.5 GPA or higher and be in 
good fwancial, academic and discipli-
naIY standing. This means that a stu-
dent is ineligible if he or she owes the 
university money, is on academic pr0-
bation or is in bad disciplinary stand-
ing with Student Affairs or the police. 
To apply for an RA. }X)Sition, a stu-
dent must fill out an application, whi~h 
is available in the Student Life Office 
in the MSC, in the office of 
Residential Life in Provincial House, 
;::--___ --, at the University 
Meadows Office or 
from a current RA. 
Applications 
include basic per-
sonal information 
and inquiries about 
other employment, 
and two recommen-
dations and two 
essays are required. 
Applications are 
due Feb. 14. Once 
candidates are 
selected, they must 
attend an interview 
with Residential 
Life Officials. 
These officials 
include Director of 
Residential Life 
Kimberly Allen, 
Assistant Director 
John Klein and 
Graduate Assistants 
Dana Barnard, 
Harry Hams, Mitch 
Isaacs and Eric 
Felver. After the 
interviews, the offi-
cials will decide on 
next year's RA.s. 
Letters will be sent 
to those individuals 
on March 10. The 
selected RAs will 
attend workshops in 
April and AugUSt. 
"Time manage-
Kevin Ottley! The Current ment is essential to 
One of the many signs seen around campus for being a good RA," 
R.A. positions current RA and 
entails planning programs for the hall 
and making an effort to get to know 
each of the residents." 
The administrative duties include 
being "on call" several nights a week 
and on certain weekends. On call 
R.A.'s do rounds of the complex they 
live in and carry pagers in ca~e a resi-
dent experiences an emergency. RA.'s 
also attend one-on-one meetings with 
the G.A. periodically to discuss resi-
dentiallife or any problems. They are 
also responsible for keeping up to date 
paperwork concerning resident health 
and safety issues, incident reports, and 
program proposals. RA.'s that live in 
the University Meadows are also 
required to work office hours. 
Rule enforcement is another duty 
of an RA Students who violate uni-
versity or residential rules are subject 
sophomore Jonas 
Zakour commented. "If you don't 
have time, this isn't for you." 
Living environments are diverse, 
with co-ed floors, Greek floors, all 
male or all female floors and a 
Spanish floor. Seventeen positions 
are available with Residential Life, 
including eight in Provincial House, 
three in Bellerive, three in 
Normandy, two in Mansion Hills, 
and one in Hollywood Park. Several 
spots are also open at the University 
Meadows. 
''Being an R.A. has so many ben-
efits," Isaacs commented. "Aside 
. from the free .room and board and the 
biweekly salary, if you're in the 
University Meadows, you pick up so 
much: communication skills, leader-
ship skills, time management skills 
and office skills." 
Sara QuIroz! 71Je Cumml 
Sisters Julie and Jill Beickbug er, both seniors in graphic design, help prepare the gallery's forth-
coming exhibit, "Ongoing Permutations," featuring the work of St. Louis artist Sue Eisler. 
Artist steps on the right foot 
BY SARA PORTER 
Features Associate 
Visitors who enter Gallery 210 
might not be sure whether they have 
entered an art gallery or a shoe store. 
That's because from Jan. 23 to 
March 1, Gallery 210 will present 
"Ongoing Premutations," an exhibit by 
conceptua1ist Sue Eisler that features 
displays and sculptures made from 
shoe patterns. 
Eisler's unusual choice of artiStic 
materials came from her studio on 
. Washington Street, wh= many shoe 
factories had closed do\Vll. Eisler col-
lectedthe pattem~ and began to make 
sculptures. 
Director of Gallery 210, Terry 
Suhre, says that part of Eisler's talent is 
her inspiration from commonplace 
objects. "[Eisler] finds her inspiration 
from ordinary means," Suhre said. 
"She once told me it's like reading his-
tory." 
A graduate of the University of 
lllinois-Cbampagne--Urbana in 1971, 
Eisler first became involved in the min-
imalist movement that had become 
popular in the late '60s and early '70s. 
Suhre describes minllnalism as "get-
ting the artwork back to its elementary 
excesses." 
"Minimalism is work that is devoid 
of any literary reference," Suhre said. 
''It's getting the art down to just a 
square or blocks." 
Eisler eventually left the minimalist 
movement because of its rigidity. 
--"--
'Everything you do 
is a wol't( of art. 
Everything has 
potential as art.' 
- Terry Suhre 
Gallery 210 director 
--' ,,--
''They had certain rules that were 
meant to be followed," Suhre said. 
''You always had to draw boxes the 
same way, same size and shape." 
It was then that Eisler tried her hand 
at conceptualist art, which is art that 
takes the form of ideas. 
Suhre says that Eisler's artwork 
combines her minimalist training with 
. geometric shapes and her conceptualist 
Where are the tans? 
art into art that is almost post-rninimaI-
ist "Her art keeps a very geometric 
form," Suhre said. "Sue's work is her 
passion, and her work is rigorously 
intelligent She uses the same forms 
over to show the geometric intricacies." 
Eisler once referred to her work as 
"disturbed geometry," a name that 
Suhre finds very apt since her work 
doesn't form any specific shapes. 
"[Eisler's art] is not representative of a 
thing; they are what they are," Suhre 
said. "Various shapes just take geomet-
ric form." 
Suhre greatly admires Eisler for her 
independence and her devotion to her 
art "She stuck with the kind of art that 
she believed in and didn't feel the need 
to change when the art world became . 
more commercialized in the '80s," he 
said. "She stands as a symbol of that art 
world." 
Suhre . hopes that visitors to the 
show will get an appreciation for the 
ordinary things that can be transformed 
into a work of art. ' ''There were people 
that used these patterns to make shoes 
from," Suhre said. '"This artwork 
reflects on the work and the people who 
did that" 
"Everything you do is a work of 
art," Suhre said. "Everything has poten-
. tial as art." 
Silent bleachers at b-ball games 
BY KATE DROLET 
Staff Writer 
"He shoots, he scores! AnotheL 
amazing 3-point shot for UMSL!" 
The opposing fans go wild in protest, 
yet no sound comes from the UM-St 
Louis bleachers. That's because the 
bleachers are empty. 
This scene has become the norm 
at UM-St. Louis sporting events. 
Turnout for athletic 'events has been 
extremely low this year. While rivals 
bring carloads of raucous fans, UM-
St. Louis's side usually holds only a 
few bystanders who watch the game 
in silence. 
To boost the attendance and the 
morale of the team, the Student 
Alumni Association, along with . the 
Athletics Department and Student 
Activities, has highlighted four sig-
nificant games in the next two 
months. 
Thursday, Jan. 20, UM-St Louis 
faces Quincy. This is also Greek 
"Pick-a-Player" Night. The Greek 
organization that picks the UM-St. 
Louis player who scores the most 
points will win a pizza party. 
Thursday, February 6, Kentucky 
Wesleyan will travel to St. Louis. 
"Every year, Kentucky brings 
more than 200 people, all dressed in 
purple. It's kind of embarrassing 
when we don't have any fans, espe-
cially since the game is televised," 
commented· Joe Flees, the coordina-
tor of the Student Alumni 
Association. This is a night when our 
players really need support since the 
opposing fans are traditionally 
extremely loud and obnoxious. 
Thursday, February 20 UM-St. 
Louis faces Lewis. This is 
Homecoming Court night, and the 
candidates will be announced. 
Saturday, Feb. 22 is the 
Homecoming game against SIU-
Edwardsville, one of UM-St. Louis.'s 
oldest rivals. The players need sup-
port for this big game. 
All of these games will be tele-
vised on News Channel 20. 
see BASKETBALL, page 7 
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Jason 
Granger ,~,o,.s Bodendieck ~.4Yi!1l\, 
Another week, another 
column ... damn, our shoulders are get-
ting tired from carrying this rag of a 
paper. But that's neither here nor there. 
The fact of the matter is, we're here for 
you, our loyal and adoring readers 
(please just let us think you 're loyal 
and/or adoring; delusions of grandeur 
do wonders for our self-esteems). So 
without further ado, let's roll: 
This first letter was addressed 
specifically to Adam, so we'll let him 
handle it: 
Adam, 
Long time rw see! Haven't seen you 
since May, 1996! 1 am happy to see 
you are in the. pages of the Current. 
Actually, I'm astounded to see you in 
the paper. . 
-Be me, 'Jack D.' (from high 
school) . 
Dear Jack, 
Wow, It's really weird hearing from 
you, especially since I have no idea 
who in the blue hell you are! Or what 
''Be me" means for that matter. .. Why 
would I want to be you if I don' t even 
remember you? But enough about 
you, let's talk about me. It seems like 
every time I go out to a bar, some cat 
there is like "Hey, remember me? We 
went · to high school together! 
Remember that guy that kicked the 
back of your chair in study hall and 
spilled pizza on you in the cafeteria? 
Yeah, that was me!" And everyone 
always talks about how much they 
loved high school-Man, I hated high 
school! Back in high school I was only 
interested in two things: finding places 
that would serve me in spite of my 
ridiculously fake idea and ... lUll ... you 
know, that other thing ... the one with 
girls (yeah, that one). Unfortunately, 
the only one I ever .got any good at was 
finding shady bars-but the other one 
I'm still practicing eV8ry chance' I get! 
[Jason's note: Once again, Adam's 
been drinking and he's totally ram-
bling. Besides, I don' t think he· ever 
even went to high school...I 'm going 
to take it upon myself to mercifully 
pull the plug on this fiasco. Let's move 
on, shall we?] 
Dear Village Idiots, 
You guys have got to help me! The 
other week my girlfriend said some-
th.ing about wanting to go see "The 
Vagina Morwlogues" with me, and I 
was all like "Sweet! She 's into girl-on-
girl pom!" So we went to the show, 
and boy was I in for a surprise! Can 
you believe that there is absolutely 
ZERO lesbian action in something 
called "The Vagina Morwlogues"? (Is 
rwthing sacred?) It was just some 
broad sitting on a stool talking about 
empowennent (at least that's what my 
girlfriend told me it was about; I quit 
paying attention when I realized I 
wouldn't be seeing any boobies). 
What's worse, my girl has rww quit 
"giving it up" and is constantly threat-
ening to entrap my penis in some 
bizarre and painful looking bear-trap-
like device if I Mn't get in touch with 
my semitive side aniJ. listen to her 
needs and cuddle on a regular basis. 
What can I do ?!? 
-Fearfully, Dead Man Walking 
Dear Dead Man, 
We wholeheartedly agree with you. 
Something that says "Vagina 
Monologues" should definitely feature 
some girl-on-girl action. This is what. 
we recommend: Gel: yourself a lawyer 
and sue for false advertising. How 
could there not be lingerie clad buxom 
co-eds having a sweaty pillow fight? 
Where are the girls in the shower 
together? Ladies, before you accost us 
for our seemingly misogynistic com-
ments, let us ask you a question: If you 
went to see something called 'The 
Penis Diatribes," wouldn't you expect 
to see a periis? We sure as hell would! 
(Which isn't to say we'd like 
it.. .'Cause we wouldn't, . . ) Or if you 
went to see Chippendales dancers and 
were instead greeted by those pesky 
(but kinda cute) · Disney chipmunks? 
Where is the truth in advertisingr 
Wasn' t there some court case about 
this at some point? 
. As for your whole pems in a bear-
trap thing ... we would highly recom-
mend cuddling your ass off and keep-
ing your damn mouth shut We would 
also suggest, on the sly, removing all. 
sharp . objects from your house. 
Scissors, knives, sporks, they've all 
got to go. You don'twantto be the next 
John Wayne Bobbit; trust us, that is not 
something you want to become 
famous for-just ask Jason. He says 
it's mighty painful (he has a somewhat 
sordid past, and his last girlfriend was-
n't nicknamed "Queen of the Harpies" 
for nothing). 
Good luck, Dead Man, and for the 
love of God, please don't let your girl-
friend ever see this column! That's the 
last thing we need ... 
-Love, Adam and Jason 
Dear Village Idiots, 
I have this problem I am hoping 
you can help with You see, I have this 
damn Mg that likes to ... molest ... my 
leg. I luive Mne everything I can think 
of to gei him to stop, but it is just-inces-
sant. For the love of God, my leg has 
lost its inrwcence. I am taking two, 
even three showers a day, just because 
Ifeel .dirty! When he isn.'t busy seduc-
ing my leg, he is a good Mg. Great at 
bringing me my slippers andfetching a 
stick. I am just worried about what 
might happen if my boyfriend comes 
over and he Mg goes qfter his leg. 
Please oh wise Villagers; what can 
1M?! ?.'?! 
-Signed, Grossed Out 
Dear Grossed Out, 
Wow, it seems as though you have 
a mighty serious problem the~. We 
wish we could say we can relate, but 
well, we can't So we'll just have to 
improvise this answer. Have you tried 
a nail gun? Adam says that they are a 
pretty good deterrent You see he hac! 
this trip to Amsterdam that ended in an 
unintended piercing ... . But that is 
beside the point If the naij. gun doesn't 
work for you or you are just to squea-
mish for the wet work, try coating your 
leg in Crisco. If it's greased up, the dog 
can't very well latch on to you, can it? 
The last thing we can possibly sug-
. gest is, for the love of all that's holy, let 
the dog out to ge~ him some mad 
doggy lovin' ! It's obvious he is just a 
little frustrated and needs a release. 
Since he isn't getting ~ from you 
(we hope), let him become the canine 
pimp of the neighborhood. He'll thank 
. you in the end with a big doggy kiss. 
-Love, Adam and Jason 
Dear Adam and Jason 
GOT A TICKET? 
First Defense 
181 
TRAFFIC LAW 
Concord Plaza. 849-ATT¥ 
f i rstd efe n set ra ff i c I a w. com 
~REVOlUTION cpoJC~TuUMRBEI5Am, a ~ ~ ""!!y D lOS ,_-1!:l. --
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A 
SPECIAL SCREENING 
Stop by The Current offices at 388 Millennium 
StudentCenterto pick up a complimenta[J' 
screening pass for two to see 
Tuesday, January 21st 
7:30PM 
AMe Esqulr& 
6706 Clayton Rd. 
St. Louis, MO 63117 
No pun:.'1ase _'I', WhH. supplies last Possas .... II.bl. on a 
HrsI-axna. fust· ... rvad basis. PMicipatlf>!l sponson; an ineligible. 
This movI. i!; rated PG·13 for terror and horrotirnagB'S and brief languago. 
So, about a week qgo my roommate 
and I discovered we get free pam on 
T.v. What lucky guys we are right? So 
natu;ally, we have kept it on at all 
hours, because hey,who wants to be 
. the dorks who tumed off free pam, 
right'! Butwe have Iwticed some prob-
lems sinc"!! our great fortune is has 
arisen. For. one, when I went to the 
grocery store the other night, the hot 
bagger didn't ask me if I wmtted to go 
back to the storeroom for some luvin ' 
and my roommate, the poor guy didn 'l 
get propositioned by the hot police-
woman who hauled him over for 
speeding! What's wrong with the world 
today? 
Please help us.' Befuddled 
Dear befuOdled, . 
First and foremost, we need to 
understand exactly where you are 
coming from. So, if you' d please let us 
know where you live so we can come 
over and dosorne firsthand research, 
that'd be great (Note: We'd just like 
everyone to know we don't like porn, 
we just watch it for the articles]. 
. As . for your problems with the 
ladies, we can commiserate. The same 
thing happened to Jason the other day. 
Of course the cop who pulled him over 
was a guy .... But anyway. What we 
suggest is to watch more porn. 
Seriously, those guys are getting 
chicks hand over fist, so th~y hafta be 
doing something right. Maybe by 
watching more of the porn, you will 
further understand the female psyche 
and finally get you some. 
-Love, Adam and Jason 
If you. have a question, send us an e-
maiL' VillageldiotsJA@yalwo.cOl11-
If you don't like e-mail, you can 
bring a question to us on the third 
floor of the MSC, room 388. 
!!! DISClAIMER!!! 
Adam Bodendieck and Jason Granger ! 
are by no means qualified to dispense ' 
advice. TIley are a couple of stupid. col- I 
lege guys. Please M IlOt send them seri- ; 
ous questions. It will be asswned that if ' 
yO!~ send them questions, they are in 
jest and open to Adam and Jason's own 
particular brand ofhw nor. This column 
is intended to be read as parrxi): 
-The Management 
January 
BAS~ETBALL, from page 6 
Mike Sherwin 
Filling the benches of the Rivermen's home games has bE 
problem this year. 
Free food will also be available at 
the Quincy and Kentucky games. A 
. variety of prizes and noisemakers 
will be given away as well. Women's 
games begin at 5:30 p.m., and the 
Men 's begin at 7:45 p.m. T 0 d d 
Taylor, admissions counselor for the 
Pierre Laclede Honors College, is a 
CIVIL WAR, from page 6 
Gerteis received much of his 
information from diaries, letters, 
' documents, and books that he found 
in places like the Historical Society. 
He says that Missouri's involvement 
--"--
Gerteis received 
much of his informa-
tion from diaries, let-
ters, documents, and 
books that he found in 
places like the 
Historical Society. 
-- ,,--
in the Civil War has only been told in 
bits and pieces . 
"My book will tell the whole 
story." Gerteis said. Gerteis 's book 
diehard UM-St. Louis fan. 
ments,"I think it is easy to I 
it about unfamiliar . things 
familiar is often overlooked 
a lot of things to be proud ( 
St. Louis, and we have a lot 
to show that. One is at ou 
events, sporting and otherw 
also iricludes dealings wi 
Civil War Missouri and St. I 
how the city became involv 
corruption from the Recon 
era, in such events like the 
Ring. 
Gerteis said that even a 
one-hundred years the Civi 
still fresh in people's minds 
Jackson's · Confederate offi 
named Daniel Frost, and 
defeated by Nathaniel Lyon, 
said. '"Die Union folks put a 
Lyon on the SLU Campus." 
"In the 1950s Frost's 
plunked a lot of money for S 
renovated under two can 
Gerteis said. "She insisted th 
a part of SLU Frost Campu 
remove the statue of Nathani 
They moved it to the Arsena 
Gerteis said that he ho 
reader. will get a new apPl 
for St. Louis history. "I h( 
have a better sense of hov. 
Louis i and how big it is ," I 
EDITOR 
HANK B URN S 
- - -
Sports Editor 
phone: 516-5174 
fax: 516-6811 
JMSL now 
Iccepting 
Ipplications 
for the 2003 
Hall of Fame 
The University of Missouri-St. 
,ouis Athletic Department is cur-
!ntly accepting applications for 
.ominees into the University of 
.fissouri-St. Louis Sports Hall of 
lame. 
A nominee must qualify into one 
,f three catagories: 
Student-Athlete: Must 
ompeted for a varsity sport, have 
;raduated from the University and 
lave earned a degree prior to 1998. 
Coach: Five years must elapse 
fier active coaching service at the 
Jniversity to qualify. 
Distinguished Service: For indi-
'iduals who have made exceptiOIi.al 
:ontributions (time, service or sup-
)ort) to the development and 
ldvancement of UMSL intercolle-
:iate athletics. 
The Sports Hall of Fame was 
:reated on a joint effort by the 
\lunmi Relations Department and 
he Athletic Department. There 
",ere 12 inaugural members of the 
JMSL Sports Hall of Fame who 
",ere all inducted during the first 
.nduction ceremony on June 9, 
!OOI, and today there are 20 mem-
Jers of the UMSL Sports Hall of 
Fame. 
To nominate an individual, click 
me link below and to get a Il,omina-
tion form, fill it out and fax it to the 
lJMSL Athletic Department at 314-
516-5503. 
WEB 
Check out the R-men 
and R-women sports at 
www.umsl-sports.com 
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Roller hockey squad moves forward 
UMSL club has strong corps of starters and reserves for second half 
BY HANK BURNS 
sports Editor· 
In sports, the adage "some things 
will never be the same" has merit 
Athletes come and go, and tearns 
change divisions and league.s. For the 
UM-St Louis In-Line hockey team, a 
change in the division is definitely a 
change for the better, considering its 9-
3 record this season. 
Last season, the teanl competed in 
Division I of the Great Plains Region of 
the Collegiate Roller Hockey League. 
And, acconling to student representa-
tive Matt Hirschfeld, the move to 
Division IT was greatly needed. 
'We were in Division 1 last year and 
we had to play against the best teams in 
the nation, literally. and they smoked 
us," Hirschfeld said. "We got mercies 
in almost every game so the league 
decided to drop us down after 1a~t year, 
which they should have done after the 
first game of last year." 
One of the losses the team suffered 
in the 200 1-02 season was to 
Lindenwood University, which claimed 
a Jea","lle title last year. 
"We played them and we scored a 
goal off of them. It was the one shining 
moment for us last year," Hirschfeld 
said in jest 
All joking aside, Hirschfeld feels 
that his team has a definite chance of 
coming out on top. 
'They dropped us down into this 
division, and we're in a competitive 
league," Hi=hfeld said. 'There's 
more teams on our level. We're 9-3 
right now. We're getting better. We're 
getting a lot more good players on our 
team. There's a good chance we could 
",inil" 
One of the bigger factors to the suc-
cess is the team's coach, Tom 
Schneider. According to Hirschfeld, 
Schneider has provided the framework 
for the success of the team. 
"Before, we just had unorganized 
practices, guys just kind of showing up 
and just messing around for the full 
hour." Hirschfeld said. "It was like a 
pickup game almost We weren't orga-
nized. We weren't getting anything 
accomplished. But now, Tom's at prac-
tice. He lets us know what we have to 
do, what's expected. He says dri1ls for 
us. Basically, it's been great for us to 
have a coach." 
Schneider, a student at UM-St. 
Louis, has been a major asset to the 
team. 
"He's been generous enough to 
coach us," Hirschfeld said. "Without 
him, I don't kuow where we'd be. He's 
also kept us disciplined and like I said, 
we'd be in trouble without him I tbink." 
The team would definitely be in 
trouble without the depth of forwards it 
now possesses. Among those forwards 
are division-leading scorers Steven 
Kunst [21 points] and Ben Lambert [18 
points]. The t= also picked up Scott 
Robben and Colorado State transfer 
William RoesteJ. 
. 'These guys are going to bring us 
depth," Hi=hfeld said. 'That's what's 
inlportant for us. Depth is how you 
win." 
Hirschfeld said that picking up play-
ers such as Robben and Roestel in the 
middle of the season .is not uncommon. 
"Usually this is how it works with 
us," Hirschfeld said. 'We get guys 
halfway through. They find out about 
the team and join us." 
A major part of the success of the 
team this season is goalie Tommy 
Ames, who is fifth in the division in . 
wins with five. 
"He's incredible,'· Hirschfeld said of 
Ames, who has a 3.23 goals against 
average. "He's probably the best goalie 
in our league. I don' t say that to boost 
his confidence. He's just a good goalie. 
That's just all there is to it" 
With . all of the necessa..')' compo-
nents for success, Hirschfeld is confi-
dent in his t='s ability to win. 
"I knew we were in a lowe.r division, 
and I said at the first practice that our 
goal is to come in first or second in this 
division. Everyone laughed because 
we'd been beaten every time last year," 
Hirschfeld said '1 think we have a 
legitimate shot of going somewhere this 
year, and we'll see how things go." 
For information on the team, 
visit www.pointstreak.com. 
Here are the five things I hate about sports 
The ABCs of Sports 
HANK BURNS 
Got a comment? 
E-mail it to 
HFLB4@juno. com 
Everyone has his or her gripes about 
something. As far as my personal com-
plaints in life go, I have many. And I 
have many complaints that are sports-
related and that are mainly related to . 
game officials. 
The 'following, in no particular 
order, are. some of the complaints that I 
have. And, although I do love sports 
and have an allegiance to and member-
ship in the world of sports, there are 
many things that I am displeased with. 
1. Baseball Umpires - This may 
seem rather cliche, but I really do have 
a passionate distaste for the often 
power-hungry baseball umpires. I will 
. admit that when a player, coach or 
manager rushes up to an umpire to 
argue balls and strikes or whether or not 
a player is safe, they are usually in the 
wrong. However, there have been 
countless cases where close calls are 
made and mistakes have been made. 
Like it or not, the player or manager 
involved in these cal1s has a different 
perspective than the umpire. 
People may wonder why there is an 
often tense coexistence between 
umpires and everyone else. Well, for 
example, there have been many times 
where the iD.divid~ making a com-
plaint and providing a different per-
specti ve has · been ignored or even 
tossed from the game for providing an 
insight that which may have been cor-
rect Sure, there are many times when 
the manner of presentation is rather 
undesirable, but the insight waS provid-
ed and should have been taken serious-
ly. 
2. Advertising and Sponsorship -
Although this mainly applies to profes-
sional sports, there are deep · chasms 
that have been caused by the current 
level of involvement with advertising 
and sponsorship at the amateur and col-
legiate levels of sports. Traditions such 
as the names of events and the colors 
and mascots of teams and schools have 
been lost or changed simply because a 
major corporation puts doWn . the 
money to reach a wider audience. 
Staditims and fields of play, for exam-
ple, are standing monuments to the 
sponsor who is· able to write the biggest 
check. 
3. Colossal Contracts - In profes-
sional sports, things have definitely got-
ten out of hand. Athletes of a few 
decades ago used to make as much as 
taday's average businessman and now, 
the average pro athlete is making as 
much as the average chief executive of 
a major corporation. And the only loy-
alty of many athletes is to the dollar. 
4. Ownership - Some would argue 
that, throughout the history of sports, 
owners and sports executives couldn't 
care less about which t= they were 
affiliated with and were only in it for 
the money. Well, in many cases, that 
argument is correct An owner can own 
a team and not be loyal to it. Decisi0ns 
to slash budgets, trade players, moving 
teams and. change traditional team 
names are oftentimes inade out of loy-
alty to the dollar and not to the city of 
origin, the fan or the team traditions. 
5. The Cost of Sitting - As a sports 
fan, I find it enjoyable to sit at home 
and watch a game. Camera close-ups 
allow me to put myself in the place of 
an athlete, aeiial shots allow me to view 
the overall, and microphones on the 
field and on the sidelines help me feel 
as though I am a part of the game. 
Although television broadcasts are 
entertaining, they cannot be used as . 
substitutes to actually being at the game 
and sitting in the stands. But for many 
fans that cannot afford the massive'tick-
et prices, television and radio broad-
casts are the only choice. 
FOR THE RECORD: · I have 
nothing but love for all Greeks. 
January 20, 2003 
Right: 
Riverwomen 
Sarah Hyslop and 
Alicia O.rdner 
block in a 
Northern 
Kentucky oppo-
Rtint'r:hursday 
evening. 
Bottom Right: 
UM-St. L~uls for-
ward Tameka 
Carter stares 
down advancing 
opponent Jessica 
Brock. of 
Northern 
Kentucky last · 
Thursday. 
<J1ut, Current 
The University of Missouri - St. 
Louis women's basketball team fell to 
second ranked Indianapolis Saturday 
afternoon 85-58. The Riverwomen 
move to 7-8 'overall and 2-8 in the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference. 
· The Greyhounds came out strong 
in the first half with a basket in the 
first four seconds. Indianapolis then 
hit a 7-0 run at the 14:24 mark to lead 
by 14 point~. UM-St. Lows got with-
in 12 points on a layup by Christy 
Lane. The Greyhounds then hit a 
quick basket and then turned around 
for a three-pointer by the 
Greyhounds' Amy Wisser. 
Indianapolis led 40-26 at the half. 
The Riverwomen came out in the 
first half answering to the Hounds 
baskets for the first seven minutes, 
getting within 12 points on a jumper 
by Lane at the 17:28 mark. The 
Hounds then sparked an 8-0 run to 
lead by 20 on a jumper by Erin 
Page 5 
Moran. UM-St. Louis ended the run 
on a layup from senior Samantha 
CaItwright,. The Greyhounds contin-
ued to produce baskets, shooting 70 
percent from the field . The 
Greyhounds clinched the 85-58 victo-
ry over the Riverwomen. 
UM-St. Louis was1ed by Chrsity 
lane with 16 points and six rebounds. 
Sarah Hyslop grabbed 12 points and 
Jessica Woods added four rebounds. 
The Hounds were led by Emily 
Hammes with 16 points and Erin 
Moran added another 15 on the after-
.noon. 
DIG THIS': Sak named GLVC First Team All-Conference 
RIGHT: 
R-women OH 
Daria Sak, 
recently 
named GLVC 
First-Team 
All-Conference BY ASHLEY RICHMOND 
.-.- ... ,. ,. -.... .......... -.......... ... ....... , ... ..... ~ ..... ........ .. .. 
StalfWriter 
Sophomore Daria Sak earned 
'First-Team All-Confe.rence as a 
defensive specialist for ber efforts in 
the 2002 volleyball season. 
The fourth UMSL Volleyball 
player to be named on a Great Lakes 
Valley Conference All-Conference 
Team, Sak lead the conference with 
4.65 digs per game. Leading the con-
feren<;e .in digs didn't ensure an 
award; coaches have to vote, accord-
ing to UMSL head volleyball coach, 
Denise Silvester. 
"Each coach can nominate by 
position. Then each coach votes but 
If so, come on by and gef 
information on how to 
become a sports writer for 
The Current 
Sports Department. 
Drop by MSC ·388, 
call (314) 516-5174 
or e-mail us at 
current@jinx.umsl,edu. 
• YOU £.'l.IU'i-A MoN"rHL)" S11l"Fl'<I.'P Wt-tlt£ IiWAY 
ej-l1:AtT.H 1t,,~ .It'>I'ICE rs MID fOF 
eAT E '0", D!YIC£, YOU'RE OIV[ • $6,0C)0 
• 1,..1p.(}1 · COfWtPJ.:£'J1 '1 YOl' HAY'£ 1-1' ENH ILNCEO 
HlIUX01iT..nIS FQR FroER. ... LGOV'T JOes 
loin us to hear Peace Corps' Deputy Director Jody 
Olsen speak about the Peace Corps in 2003. 
l 
Tuesday, Jan. 2.8.7 p.m. 
Washington University 
Ma'Uinckrbdt err., Gargoyle Room 
Want to inteniew to join 
the Peace (Arpa? 
CaTIFran NoonanuUr4) 93'S"4166forlnore 
wormation or to schedule an interview 
-_ .... 
can't vote for their own player," 
Silvester said. 
Recruited to UMSL in 2001 from 
Barringto~, 111. as an outside hitter, 
Sak showed ber sPlls as a defensive 
specialist her freshman year. During 
the 2002 season, Sak played libera, a 
position recognized for the first time 
. 1001 college yolleyball. 
A libero play only in the back 
row but has unlimited substitution 
capabilities. The one drawback, 
according to Sak, is.that a libero can-
not serve, wherea~ a defensive spe-
cialist can. 
"I really missed serving, but play-
ing libero this year gave me a lot of 
digging opportunities," Sal< said. 
Sal< was able to convert opportu-
nities to dig into top dig statistics 
throughout the season that the co~ch 
noted as worthy for nomination to the 
All-Conference Team. 
"As the season progressed and the 
E CLAYTON 
0 8007 Maryland Avenue U 
..:::2. 314-862-6980 
·u 
...0 Mon-Fti 8-7, Sat 9-6 
..Y 
U 
-0 CREVE COEUR 
I.f) 
(lJ Bellerive Plaza 
'-
0 12798 Olive Blvd +-' 
U") 
~ 314-579-0606 Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 10-6, 
• Sun 12-5 • 
league stats were posted on the inter-
net, I saw that Daria was worthy of 
being nanled a candidate," Silvester 
said. 
According to Sal<, she did not 
think it was possible to be named an 
All-Conference player if her team 
didn't go to conference. 
, J;eally didn't thi.n1: 1'd et the 
award until my teammate Janae 'aid 
it was possible: ' Sak said. 
Senior Janae Paas played two 
years with Sak and said she enjoyed 
the experience. 
"Daria brings enthusiasm and 
selfless play to our team. She tried 
her hardest to keep the balls off our 
court and never complained. In fact, 
she would always try to raise the 
team's spirits ," Paas said. 
Junior Setter Stacy Pearl agrees 
with Paas. 
"I could always count on Daria to 
get me a pass. Her cheers both on the 
select . 
court and on the sideline encouraged 
everyone on the tearn," Pearl said. 
Pearl went on to explain that Sal<'s 
athleticism proved to be a great asset 
for the team this season. 
"Daria has played almost every 
sport imaginable: basketball. soccer, 
swimming, and badminto to name 
a few. She is a well-rounded athlete 
and proved her skills on the court by 
saclificing h rself for the team,' 
Pearl said. 
With the motto "Love the tearn. 
Love the gaIue;' Sal< admits she 
could not have had the success she 
had last season without her teanl-
mates. 
"When the team be ieved I could 
do it, I believed I could do it. I love 
the girls and that 's who I think 'of 
the tearn, each time a ball comes my 
way. I want to do it for the team'" 
For more info. on the volleyball 
team, visit www.ums/-sports.com. 
31 
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Calendar 
Movies 
Film openings are subject to change 
Jan. 17 
The Hours - wonderful 
adaptation of best-selling 
novel about three women in 
three decades tied together 
by Virginia Woolf's book 
Mrs. Dalloway; stars Nicole 
Kidman, Julianne Moore, 
and Meryl Streep 
Kangaroo Jack - comedy 
about Mafiosos lost in 
Australia 
National Security -
Action/comedy with Martin 
Lawrence 
A Guy Thing - Romantic 
comedy with Jason Lee, 
Julia Stiles, and Selma Blair 
Special programs: 
I'm Going Home - French 
drama about an actor who 
has to face the loss of his 
family when he returns to 
work; stars John Malkovich, 
directed by Manoel de 
Oliveira; in French and 
English; at Webster Film 
Series, Jan. 17-19 
Alias Betty - A single moth-
er who lost her young son in 
an accident finds herself 
caring for a kidnapped boy; 
from a novel by Ruth 
Rendell; one week only at 
the Tivoli 
Jan~ 24 
Nicholas Nickleby - adapta-
tion of the Dicken's classic 
with a humorous touch; 
stars Alan Cumming 
Confessions of a Dangerous 
~ind - based on his autobi-
)graphy, the strange tale of 
rv producer Chuck Baris, 
"'ho claimed to also be an 
mdercover CIA agent 
)arkness Falls - horror/sus-
)ense 
;pecial programs 
;pike and Mike's Si~k and 
rwisted Animation Festival 
one week only at the 
rivoli 
<tk. Current 
Ie i.i' i; ;1 ii' i al.ll . 
'The Hours' delights literate 
BY CATHERINE 
MARQUiS-HOMEYER 
A&EEditor 
"The Hours" is a movie for book-
lovers. If you are a literate type, tillS 
excellent film win delight you with 
its intelligent adaptation of the best-
selling novel of the same name. Even 
if you haven ' t read the book, 'The 
Hours" is still a delight, with great 
acting, a thought-provoking story and 
intriguing tri-part structure. 
TIle fIlm is divided into three sto-
ries that run parallel to each other. 
Each story takes place in a different 
time and place, but they are all joined 
to each other by Virginia Woolf's 
novel "Mrs. Dalloway." In the earliest 
story, set in 1920s England, Virginia 
Woolf herself (Nicole Kidman) is in 
the midst of \'.'Iiting the novel as she 
struggles with her own sanity. Across 
the world and thirty years later, a 
1950s California housewife, Laura 
(Julianne Moore), caring for a small 
child and pregnant with another, is 
reading the book and stmggling with 
despair in her own life, much like 
Mrs. Dalloway. Ahead in time and 
across the country, in present-day 
New York City, anotiler woman, 
Clarissa (Meryl Streep), feels like she 
is living out the novel a.<; she orga-
nizes a party for her friend Richard 
(Ed Harris), a poet and former lover 
dying of AIDS. As we move back and 
forth between these equally lush sto-
Photo courtesy MlramllX 
Meryl Streep as Clarissa and Ed Harris as Richard in "The 
Hours." 
ries, the plots bring them into an 
unexpected intersection. 
'The Hours" succeeds in both 
story and dramatic power. The novel 
is all interior dialogs, and the film 
brings this inner voice out to us 
through actions that reveal character 
and thoughts. The acting perfor-
mances are marvelous, particularly 
Nicole Kidman, who is unrecogniz-
able as Vrrginia Woolf. But it almost 
seems upfair to single out one perfor-
mance, because they are al1luminous 
in tlJis film . Ed Harris as the dying 
poet (a parallel to the novel) is stun-
lUng in his biting sarcasm and witty 
barbs, which cover his despair at ills 
100nJing death. Streep is stunning in 
the range of expression demanded of 
her in this role, from detennined, 
cheery organizer to a woman of 
anguished powerlessness. Moore, in 
her second '50s housewife role this 
year, plays a tightly controlled house" 
wife in a tightly controlled world, so 
conventional on the ex.terior but near-
ly suffocating under her secret pain. 
The tightness of the character makes 
. it seem as if she might explode at any 
minute. 
As a piece of filmmaking, the 
movie move,'> seamlessly between its 
segments, with each on track to build 
in tension as its story unfolds. The 
gorgeous period sets and costumes of 
each segment glow with a beauty that 
suits each time period and adds to the 
authenticity. The combination gives 
delight to the e.ye and heightens the 
realism. However, director Stephen 
January 20, 2003 
courtesy 
Nicole Kidman as Virginia Woolf in "The Hours." 
Daldry, whose previous work While the theaters are filled with 
includes "Billy Elliot," keeps the film so many late-season, quality films, it 
focused on the story and the acting, is bard to see them all. However, 
keeping cinematic technique in the "The Hours" is among a handful of 
background. outstanding films that should not be 
IThe Pianistl is lyrical, haunting tale of survival 
BY CATHERINE 
MARQUiS-HOMEYER 
A&EEditor 
Simply put, ''The Pianist" is one 
of the be.st tums of 2002. More than 
that, it is a masterful work by master 
filmmaker Roman Polanski. 
''The Pianist" is a riveting film, a 
personal tale of the Holocaust but one 
that focuses on individual survival 
and the enduring nature of the human 
spirit. It is so powerful because it is a 
fresh, peISonal story of individuals, 
good and bad, set against a historic 
backdrop. As a piece of filmmaking 
art, it is among the best works of the 
acclaimed Polanski, whose previous 
works include "Rosemary's Baby" 
and "Chinatown." Whatever you may 
think of Polanski ou a personal level, 
given his scandalous history, this film 
shows that his talent can't be penied 
or dismissed. 
Not surprisingly, the film is based 
on real events, one person's memoir 
of the Holocaust. 'The Pianist" was a 
well-known composer and concert 
pianist in Poland whose fame 
spanned the range of popular music 
as well as the concert hall. In 1939, 
Wladyslaw (Wvadek) Szpilman 
CAdrien Brody) is 27 years old and 
performing ' a · CODcerto for live radio 
when the invading Nazis bomb the 
radio station. A complete profession-
al, he fInishes the piece with the walls 
falling around him, the last . radio 
broadcast in Poland before it falls to 
the Germans. This gifted artist slowly 
sees his life, his family and his artis-
tic expression stripped away in the 
sweep of the Nazi's onslaught, even 
though at first his talent and fame 
help to protect him. Yet it is the pro-
. tagonist's will to live and his art that 
gives the film a sense of hope against 
all odds. . 
Szpilman survived the Holocaust 
by escaping from the Warsaw ghetto, 
eluding capture and deportation to the 
death camps. His experience parallels 
director Roman Polanski's 0 \',11 child-
hood. Polanski escaped the ghetto 
through a hole in a barbed wire fence 
when he was 7 years old, hiding from 
the Nazis throughout the war. This 
shared history, without a doub t, adds 
a sharpness to the film it could not 
he is again helped by a Gennan offi-
cer in the closing days of the war. 
Around the central character, we see 
the eroding lives of the Polish Jews 
through cmel examples of degrada-
tion. We see smaller insults , such as 
Jews being banned from parks or 
forced to walk in the street and leave 
the sidewalk for Germans, evolve 
use his talent is beautifully expressed 
in one scene where. the pianist, 
ragged and starving, is looking for a 
hiding place from Nazi guards when 
he. suddenly comes upon a piano. The 
instrument pulls on him like a siren, 
and we see the longing of an addic-
tioD as his fingers hover over the key-
board, fully aware that to touch it will 
Photo courtesy Focus Featu ..... 
Adrlen Brody stars in Roman Polanski's TJ:tE PIANIST, a Focus Features release. 
have had otherwise. 
Good and bad, much of what hap-
pens to Szpilman is just random luck. 
Yet with ills persistent spirit, he 
always struggles to hold on one more 
day, one more hour. There are good 
Jews and bad Jews, good Poles and 
bad Poles, even good Germans and 
bad ones in this story. Early on, 
Szpilrnanis sheltered by Germans 
who admire ills work; near the end, 
into horrific events like an elderly 
Jew in a wheelchair being pushed off 
a balcony by Gennan soldiers . Still, 
the film has a surprising sense of 
hope, sometimes expressed through 
music. We know that the war will 
end, but the pianist only has his will 
to live just a bit longer, hoping that, 
one day,the war will end. 
The particularly poignancy of a 
musician deprived of the ability to 
mean certain death. Certainly, any 
musician or even anyone who loves 
music will feel the ache and the pull . 
the piano exerts in this gripping 
scene. 
The book on willch the fIlm was 
based was written right after the war 
and retains a freshness in Szpilman's 
eyewitness account, a quality director 
Polanski keeps in his film. The atten-
tion given to detail in the re-creation 
of the time and locations makes ' 'The 
Pianist" so authentic , it hwts. Shot in 
Poland and Germany, real locations 
were used where possible, but much 
of Warsaw had been leveled, and 
some locations had to be recreated as 
sets for the fIlm. The costumes and 
illstoric details give the fIlm the real-
ism it needs. 
Polanski lets his star, Adrien 
Brody, carry the film, keeping his 
filmmaking technique carefully in the 
background. The entire cast is won-
derful, but this should be a star-mak-
ing role for Brad}'.. who has been 
turning in excellent work in fIlm after 
film. Here the focus is almost entire-
lyon his character. Brody "tUrns in a 
beautifully understated pe.rfonnance, 
so that we get a feel for the character 
as cool-headed, even while panic is 
all around him. This makes the few 
scenes in which he crumbles all the 
more powerful. Brody expresses vol-
umes in the elegant stillness of ills 
face, such as his peaceful look when 
he plays ills music or the haunted 
look in his eyes as he watches fr0ll\ 
illding as his family is taken away. 
These small gestures and nuances of 
expression contribute greatly to the 
film . 
Everything else in the film sup-
ports this central tour-de-force per-
formance. The often snowy or stark 
photography is sometimes hauntingly 
beautiful, underscoring the tragic cir-
cumstances. Not surprisingly, the 
musical score is breathtakingly mov-
ing, one of the few scores worthy of 
being purchased for its own sake but, 
like everything else, designed to fit 
perfectly into the structure of the 
fLlrn. 
Even in tlJis time, leading up to the 
Oscar season, when great fIlms fill 
the theaters, 'The Pianist" deserves 
special attention. It is one of a hand-
ful of must-sees and a great film that 
will endure beyond the present short 
season. 
'Read the novel 'In Her Shoes' with your sisters 
BY SARA PORTER 
..... -.-.-_ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ... .. . ...... _-_ .. 
A&E Associate 
Jennifer Weiner's novel "In Her 
Shoes" is the' type of novel that many 
women can relate to, particularly if 
they have sisters. With four younger 
sisters in my family, every few pages I 
kept thinking, "Uh-huh, yep, that's 
what happens." Weiner's novel is a 
deftly written, fiercely funny and won-
derful story about two sisters who try 
to become closer after years of feuds 
and sib ling rivalry. 
Rose Feller is 30 years old, a suc-
cessful attorney who has a secret pas-
sion for romance novels and always 
plans to diet but never seems to get 
around to it Though single and sexu-
ally active, she dreams of the day 
. when Mr. Right will take off her glass-
es and sweep her off of her feet. The 
bane in her life is her younger sister 
Maggie, a 28-year-old college dropout 
who bounces from job to job while 
trying to be an aspiring actress, only 
succeeding in obtaining a bit partin a 
Will Smith video. The two 
women have nothing in 
common except the same 
shoe size and a hatred for · 
their stepmother, Sydelle, 
who belittles them while 
constantly bragging about 
her daughter, who Rose and 
Maggie refer to as "My 
Marcia" 
moves . along at a brisk pace, never 
feeling forced or pretentious. The 
characters speak like nonnal people, 
ters lies in the fact that they are like 
most people . 
Rose and Maggie are terrific pro-
tagonists. They aren't commit-
ted to stereotypes, where Rose 
could just easily be the brain 
with no social life and Maggie' 
could be the bubble-headed 
beauty. They are both multi-
faceted wom<;n with many 
character traits and qUirks that 
I)1ake them endeirring and 
memorable as well as very 
flawed, human characters. Rose and Maggie have a 
tenuous relationship that 
finally explodes when Rose 
catches Maggie in bed with 
her boyfriend. Furious, she 
throws Maggie out of her 
apartment, a decision that 
forces the women to come to 
Photo courtesy Atrie Books 
"In Her Shoes" by Jennifer Weiner. 
Rose is a very smart 
woman who is able to be inde-
pendent, but there is a side of 
her that is lost in her romances; 
she also has many self-esteem 
issues about her weight and 
looks. Maggie, too, has prob-
terms with their unhappy childhood, 
their present day situation and their 
future. 
Weiner's novel is wonderful. It 
not in a flowery romantic style or the 
style of someone who is trying to get 
in as many pop culture references as 
possible. The heart in Weiner's charac-
lems. Very beautiful but irresponsible, 
Maggie is aware of tht)- fact that she 
has to grow up. and get a jqb, but she 
wishes to remain an irresponsible teen 
forever until she is forced to mature. 
The two women complement each 
other well. 
Weiner's gift for characterization 
isn't just limited to her two protago-
nists. Weiner displays deft skill with 
characterization and plot throughout 
. the entire novel. She presents a won-
derful cast that includes the fawning 
Sydelle; Rose and Maggie's long-lost 
. grandmother, Ella; their deceased, 
secretive mother, Caroline; and Rose's 
rap-obsesserl friend, Amy. 
There are some plot angles to the 
story that don' t work quite so well and 
stretch to almost implausibility, such 
as Maggie's almost sudden education 
at Princeton. Rose also has a romance 
with a colleague that seems to go by a 
bit too fast in the story. 
Despite the flaws, "In Her Shoes" 
is an excellent novel about two sisters 
undergoing a long-awaited maturing. 
. The book is best when shared with a 
sister. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
'School' long on charm, 
flawed with short beauty 
BY SARA PORTER 
._...,........ -- -_. __ .. _- -
A&E Associate 
It's ironic that I would be reading 
Melanie Summer's "The School of 
Beauty and Charm" around the same 
time as Jennifer Weiner's "In ' Her 
Shoes." Both teU stories about young 
women and their relationships with 
their families, particularly siblings. 
While ''In Her Shoes" is more realis-
tic and natural in tone, 'The School0f 
Beauty and Charm" is more fanciful 
. and grotesque, almost like a dark fan-
tasy. Under normal circulDBtanceS I 
would prefer the more fanciful story, 
but this time around I preferred the 
more realistic "In Her Shoes" to the 
fanciful "School of Beauty and 
Charm." 
Though "School".is flawed, it 's 
not a terrible book; it's one of those 
dark comedies that is so morbid ·that it 
is almost charming in its own unusu-
al way. The protagonist, Louise 
Frances Peppers, lives with her farni-
lyin the small town of Counterpoint, 
GA. She lives with . a family of 
eccentrics, including her 
asthmatic brother, 
Roderick, and parents 
who "avClid discussing 
religion, po)itics [and] 
sex .. . favoring the topic of 
weather which averages around 75 
degrees in Counterpoint." Louise is 
constantly told that she must uphold 
the family llanle' she is "after all a 
Peppers" as her father reminds her. 
After a series of bizarre accidents, 
. which result in the death of Roderick, 
a grief-stricken Louise leaves college 
to run away with a traveling show 
. where she meets another cast of 
bizarre characters and attempts to fit 
in with them, especially Zane, a chau-
vinistic fire' eater whom LOuise falls 
in love with. 
Eccentricity is th~ book's·strength; 
ironically, it is also its weakness. The 
characters are funny one minute and 
very dark the next, sometimes 
stretched to parody. Louise's parents, 
Henry and FlQrida,are painted as 
such caricatures and stereotypes that 
eventually they annoy the reader; one 
can definitely see why Louise would 
want to . 
becoming some of the more interest-
ing characters ill the book. Arthur 
Reese, the founder with a passion for . 
Frank Sinatra; LollibeUs, a homosex-
ual·clown; Eva, a woman with spider-
like 'arms and legs ; and of course the 
womanizing Zane, are selfish, greedy 
and irresponsible people who seem to 
live only for the next town and their 
own fame, dubious as that might be. 
They 'are also the most realistic and 
entertaining characters in the story. 
SUOlffier also gives an excellellt 
protagonist in Louise, a young 
woman who is trying to UIlderstand 
her life, partiGularly in regards to the 
religion that her mother 
l~I~~iIliiiii:;:==~~~::'~ preaches about. 
• As she grows 
s.tereotypes 
and cliches 
can only. go 
so far before 
they start to be 
ing. 
The Carnival 
people come off 
slight! y better, 
older, Louise 
prefers to See all that her mqther has 
preach~ !lgainstJor herself, using her 
carnival friends as tour guides. She 
takes a frightening spiritual journey 
augmented by visions of her brother, 
but instead of the peaceful Jife- . 
affirming visions in the Bible, 
her visiollS are frightening and 
gruesome and scare the yOUIlg 
woman away. 
Some plot elements are 
stretched, unbelievable and some-
what forced . The means of Roderick's . 
death is a bit far-fetched and some-
what.silly, and at the end Louise is in 
jail for, absolutely no important pur-
pose in the story but to add a new 
scene. 
Quite simply" "The School of · 
Beauty and Charm" can be extremely 
charming, but it's not very beautiful. 
Time's lip: dumb movies return 
Marquee 
R.amhlings 
CATHERINE 
MAHQUts-HOMEYER 
-- A&E EditOl' ---
They're back. The dumb movies 
are already returning to the movie 
screens after a brief hiatus for the 
high-quali ty holiday season releases, 
including nearly all the Oscar hope-
fuls. Three films Opelled just in the 
last week that garnered one or two 
star ratings from local critics. even 
those wh; are more easily piease<i 
The sad thing about these returning 
no-brainer films is 1l0t just the brain-
optional aspect but also that they 
aren't even that entertaining. 
Sequels , remakes, "franchises," 
movies inspired by old TV shows and 
star vehicles for pop music stars-
these movies are the ones that filled 
screens for most of last year. "''bile a 
few of them offered a bit of entertain-
ment value, most of them were pretty 
weak. They are low-effort, low-cre-
ativity, low-originality piece.~ of low-
est -common-denominator, mass-
market entertainment whose greatest 
monetary expenses are the pre-
dictable special effects. the star's 
aT)' and the p motiOfl and ach [-
tising. The e movies ri al the; worst 
offerings of TV. a medium that ha" 
yet to rise to the level of an art form. 
In fact , increasingly, there are better 
pieCes of fIlmmaking on the tube than 
in Illass release to theaters. 
The ' prevailing idea among big 
, Hollywoqd studios (distributors, real-
Iy) is that by not taking a lisk on an 
original idea. these uninspired films 
draw enough crowds by evoking pa~t 
concepts and not requiring anything 
of their audiences to make a profit. 
sometimes a very large one. These 
movies workbest with the youngest 
demographic, mostly because 
younger people simply have not seen 
these plots and tricks as many times 
before. But as these kids see more 
movies over time, these tired and trite 
stories begin to bore them too. Sadly, 
many of these films still have great 
acting and high-quality production 
values, but these pluses are wasted on 
formulaic plots and unimaginative 
directing. 
Maybe you feel that movies 
should . be mass-market escapist 
entertainment and bristle at the idea 
of films with a message or that make 
you think. Sometimes, the assump-
tion is that people who like art fLlms 
prefer a boring movie with weird 
editing and a painful, "significant" 
message. Certainly, there are people 
who seek out films only for signifi-
cant content regardless of artistry or 
those who only go for unusual film 
technique (these are two different 
groups, by the way). But many more 
people just want to see a good film, 
something with a bit of artistic style 
or merit and fresh or meaningful 00-
tent· these people are \villing to take a 
risk on an unfamiliar nanle or subject, 
or even read subtitles, for a greater 
--"--
Sadly, many of these 
films still have great 
acting and high-q!Jali-
ty production values, 
but these pluses are 
wasted on fonnulaic 
plots and unimagina-
tive directing. 
,,--
reward. This isn't really so exotic. 
Recently, I was asked by a casual 
acquaintance about a film at a local 
theater. When I told him that t\:Ie fIlm, 
'''Metropolis,'' was a restored classic 
silent fJ.lrn and expressed surprise that 
he had llever heard of it, this fellow 
responded that he "didn't watch TV," 
implying that TV and movies were 
indistinguishable. In the not-too-dis-
tant pas,t, films were. regarded as an 
art form, albeit a popular one. In 
truth; film is still an art form, but it is 
getting harder to see this in modern 
f!:!~L- . 
see MOVIES, page 12 
& 
~~!!!'!!I-
INVITE YOU AND A 
GUEST TO A 
SPECIAL SCREENING 
Stop by 
The Current offices at 
388 Milennium Student Center 
to pick up your 
complimentary screening pass 
for two to see the new action film:. 
No purchase necessar)l. While suppfies last 
Passes a'lailabe on a firsl-come. flrst-sarved 
basiS. PartiCipating sponsors are ineliaible. 
This movie is rated PG-13 for violence, sexual 
cootenl and language. 
and other 
me'rriment 
(which basically serves as a how-to 
guide for the flISt few levels) that the 
sneaking is described a~ slow. This is 
actually expanding the definition of 
slow to include such mind-boggliugly 
lefuargic scenarios as waiting ten or 20 
minutes of real "playing" tin1e for a 
guard or chauffeur to pee on a tree so 
you can sneak up on him and knock 
hinlOUt. The entire game is slow in the 
same way that the kids on the short bus 
in grade school were slow. This can be 
fixed by setting your character "Mr. 
47" (the hitrnan) to run all the time. 
Sadly, and by an amazing coinci-
dence, every guard, ninja, and sol-
dier in the game seems to have lost 
their parents in a freak jog"uing . 
accident, and now they instantly 
shoot any fool who runs for even 
a fraction of a second. The "run 
equals death" equation wouldn 't 
be so bad if Mr. 47 didn't walk 
like he had two broken legs and 
a head full of quaaludes. 
Even with the detraction of 
spWf, there are many things 
about "Hirman 2" that are 
admirable. The map system is 
amazing and real-time, dis-
playing the locations of 
people and marking all . 
~ .. -~~::",-~"",;;~-~..o;..~~~.;...,-.~~~.;.;..;.----------- .. important places for you. 
A . S S ASS 1 N The guards are actually 
lo- Interactive EIDOS 
wary and will look at your 
face to see if· they reCGgnize 
you as a feU ow guard. The levels are 
varied, and a few can 't be won by just . 
mUJdering everyone (though most 
can). The gun accuracy, and inaccura-
cy, is well done, meaning that your 
ability to hit someone at lorig range 
with a pistol isn't based on your com-
puter's graphics card, it's based on the 
actual ability of a professional to hitilt 
long range. 
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT 
Sen lor Writer 
Now for methi.ng completely dif-
ferent ill umrnarize the (Yamc 
"Hitrnan 2: Silent Assassin" with a 
poem. 
He slowl ne.aks behind his foe .. 
Nude bodies litter where the hilman 
goes 
He took their lives, their guo their 
clothes 
Where he is now. no one kIlow 
''Hitman :!" be pia) in two 
separate \\ y . :an et.tl . make a 
a first-person shooter. in whiCh you 
. .. . .... .. 
play a callous murdering guy with a 
nasty and varied arsenal, or you can 
pretend you're playing "Thief ' and 
skulk from shadow to shadow, killing 
only when necessary. Maybe it says 
something about my personality, bUI I 
thought it was much more enjoyable to 
kill evclyone and let the bodies fall 
where they may. Thi. is, however, the 
'wrong" way of d( ing things, ba<;ed on 
the point system at the end of each 
level. 1 found" a~ Murderer" and 
"Hat het Man" to be much more inter-
e!' ling till than the coveted " iJenl 
A .... ~"jn. · 
You'll note from the handy poem 
While there is no multiplayer option 
(47 works alone), ' 'Bitrnan 2" has solid 
action and many worthwhile moments, 
and I'll probably find myself beating it 
and then going back to the beginniIlg 
, 0 I can snag Weapoll IIOphies like the 
. mafia don', golf club. It' not worth 
the 50 they re charging for it now, so 
pick it up Later this year when you can 
gel it online for $35 or so. "Hitman 2" 
has finesse and is worth g. e."~­
cially if u're ti red of the usual blast 
and ki lJ of other first-person shooters. 
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Cinema, the one original art form 
. the twentieth century, straddles per-
rmance arts like theater, visual arts 
.e painting and photography, and 
laginative and verbal fonTIS like lit-
ature. That cinema could be art was 
tablished early in its evolution, dat-
g to the silent era of the 1920s. 
::cause it is both visual and moving, 
strikes deep into the human psyche. 
'here this power is used for creative 
ld expressive reasons, the result is 
oving art. Where it is used for com-
,rtable but predictable repetition, the 
sult is sedative pa~time. 
More and more, the artistic roots of 
1m are harder to discern. Even among 
dependent films, once a source of 
)pe for fans of high quality cinema, 
lms are growing more pedestrian and 
rinspired. 
Often, they resemble mainstream 
lms of an earlier era, pushing out 
,are artistic films. The. trend seems to 
! towards plots that say nothing that 
LSn't been said, a growing emphasis 
1 clever editing for its 0\,;11 sake, sto-
~ where the point seems to be only 
I push the limits of taste, or filmed 
.ays that ignore or diminish cinemat-
or photographic qualities . The trend 
~trays the fact that these filmmakers 
'e only outside the mainstream 
!Cause they haven't yet broken into 
.ollywood or they were pushed out 
ing. But their formulaic nature means 
that they are constructed with a menu 
of stereotypes and well-worn plot 
devices. This means there are really 
only so many variations, and eventual-
ly you run through all the changes. It's 
all modular construction. Let's see, the 
hero will be (pick one): a misunder-
stood rap star with tattoos, a beautiful 
girl who is a struggling singer or a 
smart-mouthed kid who can do magic 
with computers who 
(pick one): 
becomes a secret 
agent, founds her 
OW1l successful 
company or discov-
ers a ring of drug lords. The 
villain is (pick one) : a fashion 
conscious gangsta, a deranged 
head of a ring of terrorists or a 
rigid bureaucrat who looks like 
someone out of (Pick one): 
"Alien:: "The Godfather" or 
1950s news footage and is 
obsessed with defeating the 
hero (or heroine). 
Hint at a plot, 
show some skin, 
have fabulous 
fantasy or loca-
tion sets 
(maybe com- , 
y its i.11creasingly narrow style. ~;iiiiI~ 
puter-generat-
ed), and when 
you have the audi-
ence's attention, hey aren't artists with a vision, 
li:e great filmmakers such as 
kira Kurisawa Even for-
s tar t 
.gn films, once a deep 
'ell of original film- ~=:;=:i!~ 
laking, more and more 
~emble the Hollyv.'ood style of 
ust entertainment" movies with 
tplosions, pop music arid modular 
miboard characters and plots. 
Even this trend towards "just enter- ' 
cinment" would be less of a problem 
, these movies were really entertain-
--, movie, haven't 
you? 
But how enter-
taining is it really to watch this same 
movie over and over? Sure, every-
one ha~ their favorite video or 
DVD, or might _want to see a 
favorite hit several times, but 
if the movie has a different 
name, don't you expect 
s omething 
new? Of 
ill en t 
and safe, 
familiar plot 
elements are 
long-time com-
ponents of 
escapist enter-
tainment, but 
you have to 
have some sur-
prises, something 
new and unexpected, or you 
don't really have an entertaining 
movie. But the creative elements 
are artistic and human things; they 
can't be pulled out of a box on 
demand, and they don't lend 
themselves to factory-assembled 
modular desigJ;l. 
Sadly, movie distributors 
are making big money with-
out this missing element These 
no-effort, no-risk movies make big 
enough profits, sometimes a whole lot 
of profit, so we will see more of the 
same. The trend will continue towards 
more "entertainment" movies that are 
more recycled and less entertainment. 
After a while, even those who testily 
object to movies that make them-think 
or have a message (because all movies 
are supposed to be just escapist fun) 
will start to notice and may stop going 
to movie theaters. 
Yes, they're back. It's starting to 
look like we could easily skip the 
movie-going experience until the good 
stuff comes out at the end of the year. 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
It's ~ore p~oductive than 
su~fin8 fo~ porn. 
(~1.nd c le ~: ne :- ) 
Back to School Specials 
ln 
The Nosh 
Panini Fresca! 
Tuesday 
New Orleans Muffelet ta 
r--------------- .. Wednesday 
Tuna Melt 
Thursday 
Turkey Rueben 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Save your $$$ with this t:oupon 
Buy a Panini Fresca 
Daily Special Meal 
& 
Add A Dessert For 
$.50 
One Dessert PerDaily Special Meal 
With coupon-Expires 1124/03 
I 
I 
r ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I Friday 
Chicken Cordon Bleu 
.. -------------~~ 
Do you want to look and feel healthier, smell Qetter, 
breathe easier, have more. energy, save more money 
and enjoy a longer life? 
DO YOU WANT T O QUIT SMOKING? 
If so, contact Michelle Russell at University Health Services Wellness Resource 
. Center located in 211 Clark Hall. Call 516-5414 or e-mail at 
RussellMS@msx.umsl.edu for more information on smoking cessation options 
PI 
But 
rhe 
Taking notes 
~-=,~~~"~~~=-~~--~----~ 
Sara Quiroz! The Current 
Timmy Kloeppel, a senior io music, practices his piano skills on the third floor of the MSC the 
morning of Tuesday, Jan. 14. j - j 
student Organizat ion Leaders 
You are invit ed to a luncheon with 
. 
Ralph Boyd 
ASSistant Attorney General 
for C,ivil Rights with the · 
US Department of Justice 
The luncheon will be held on 
Tu.esday, January 21, 2003 
at 11:30 a.m. in 
century Room f? of the 
Millennium Stud.ent Center 
Please R.S.V.P. no later than 
Friday, Janua,ry 17-at 516-5291 
". 
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are ·FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES •• 
(314) 
51 6 ·5316 
Othi!1-wise, classified adve,tising is $10 for 40 w()rds or fewer in straight terr format Bold and CAPS letters are free. 
AU c~ifieds must be prepaid by check, nwney order or credit card. Deadline is 3 p.m. on the· Thursday prior to Publica-
tion. 
http://thecurrenton line.com current@jinx.umsl.edu 
Help Wanted 
Lifeguards 
Certified lifeguards needed for · 
UMSL Indoor Pool. Afternoon, 
evening, & weekend hours avail-
able now. Pays $6.15/hour. Apply 
in the Rec Sports Office, 203 Mark 
Twain (516-5123). 
Have Fun! Make Money! 
Around your schedule. PIT, FIT 
Own your own dot com! Start 
your own business in the grow-
,ing communications industry 
www.excelonmars.com/skdrea 
ms CONTACT US TODAY FOR AN 
INTERVIEW! 314-579-4992 
ASUM ·now hiring 
ASUM, the student lobbyist . 
organization, is hiring part-time 
communication assistants. Duties 
include public affairs, public rela-
tions, advertising and event plan-
ning. 10-.15 hrs/wk. $7/hr. Call 
516-5835 for more info. 
A Few Good Men . 
The Epsilon Theta Colony of the 
Phi Sigma Phi National Fraternity is 
looking for a few good men to 
become founding fathers . Call 
(314) 706-8890 for more info: 
Fitness Instructors 
University Meadows Apartments 
Student Community is seeking to 
hire fitness instructors to lead 
Aerobicertifics and or 
Kickboxing/Taebo classes on site, 
once a week for one hour, 
January-May. Monetary compen-
sation will be provided. Call 516-
PMS and Menopause got . 
you down? 
Don't wony; relief is on the way. 
CaU Hen's at 1-800-305-1620. 
Trainees Needed 
.. $250 a day potential 
Local Positions 
1-800-293-3989 ext. 144 
Misc. 
For Sale 
Hunter green sofa bed, one year 
old, in excellent new condition; 
perfect for · dorm or · apartment. 
$200. Please contact Shane or Holli 
@ (314) 805-6571'. 
ReadersIWritersi 
Test Assistants 
These paid positions are needed 
for Students With Disabilities and 
are available for the Winter 
Semester 2003. Contact Marilyn 
Ditto-Pernell, Disability Access 
Services at 516-5228 or visit 144 
MSC for more information. . 
For Sale . 
Notebook computer: HP model 
ze5170, Intel P4-2.0 GHz, 512 MB 
DDR SDRAM, 40 GB ATA100 HD, 
DVD-Rom + CD-RN combo, ATI 32 
MB video, 15" XGA-TFT screen, 
10/100 NIC, 56K modem, Windows 
XP Home + tons of bundled soft-
ware, 3 yr. ext. warranty, only 4 
months old, $1,700 firm. 516-6941. 
Talk Much? 
Unlimited long distance - $39.95 
per month. PERFECT FOR ybUR 
DORM OR APARTMENT. CaU 1-866-
230-2283. 
http: //talkcheap. telewrdirector. 
com. 
Misc. 
Like to Bowl? _ 
Join our Intramural League (Jan. 
29 - April 16) Wednesdays 3 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. at North Oaks Bowl. 
Orlly $1.25/week for 3 games. 2 
guys andlor , gals per team. 
Register in the Rec Office, ' 203 
Mark Twain by Jan. 22. 
Rec Sports Fun 
Intramural Basketball, Arena 
Football, Wiffteball, Bowling, 3-
on-3 Basketball, and Coed 
Volleyball: To play, sign up in the 
Rec Sports Office, 203 MT. 
Deadline ' isWed.~ Jan. 22. 
'ORDER NOW!!! 
The College Student 
Survival Guide: 
Learn How To: 
• Gut student loans in half 
• Get free calling cards 
• Find a roommate 
• Buy/Sell Textbooks 
• Get a student credit card 
and mUCh, much more. 
Send $19.95 to Joyce Moore at 7020 
Lakeside Hills, St Lo~ MO ~ 
Ho ___ ecoming 
003 Sched Ie 
MO.NDAr , F BBRVAllr I7 
PhiImthtopy (blood and caruled food 
drives) 
• 8 a.mt. - 5 p.m. 
Bannes: Wars 
TU.aSDAT, F BB.RllART r,8 
POwder Puff Football • .3 - oj. p.m. 
Penny'wars ' 
Electio1'l for Court 
• n a.m. - 1 p.m., 6 ,- 8 p.m, 
j 
",.DNBSDAT, 1'7E B1lVAilY I9 
k. Sports en am. - I p .. m. 
B18. Man on Campus • 1. @. m.. - .~ p.Ol. 
B6nfireLPep :lWly. 6p.m. 
Elertions fOI Comt 
• Men's team '\'S. Le'wis at 7145 p.m. 
THVRSDAY,. FEBRUAR Y ~o 
(CONTINUED) 
• Women's team YS. Lewis at 5:30 p.m. 
• C..ourt Introductions, intermission of 
men's ga.rne 
• Pin?-Pong Championships, interIllis-
sion of women's game 
FRIDAr, F EBRUARY ~L 
Dance' 7 p.m . - 12 a.m. at Windows 
off Washington 
• King and Queen Crowned 
• SpiFit Competition Winners 
Announced 
TUESDAY, FEBRUA RY ~z 
Homecoming Basketball Game 
• Men's team vs. sru Edwardsville 
atT45 p.m . 
• Women's team VS. SIU Edwardsville 
at 5:30 p.m. 
Spirit Competition Winners 
announced durulg inteunission 
of menls game 
I 
I 
I . 
HEY! THAT'S POLK'S KNAPSACK 1 
WHO ARE YOU AND Wt-lERE DO 
YOU Ti1JNK YOURE. GOING? 
AC.TUALJY, J DON'T 
THIN'( VIE NE.EJ) TO 
DO ANYTHING. 
MAKE $320 PER WEEK! 
Sunchase Ski & Beach 
Breaks 
Sales Rep. pOSitions available now. 
Largest commissions, Travel Free! 
1-800-SUNCHASE 
www.sunchase.com 
Housing 
Aparbnent for rent 
University Meadows ~pt. available. 
Looking for someone to take over 
lease for spring semester. January 
rent paid. Room is in 4 bedroom 
apt. with 3 other guys. Call 314-
892-2448. Ask for Tyson. 
Hap! SOMEBODY! THIEF! 
ROBBERY IN PROGRESS! 
BECAUSE TJiA T 
"SURLY PRW.JE" 
WAS POLK· J1E WAS 
JUST SPRAYED BY 
A SALT TRUCK 
Housing _ 
3BD Ho~se for rent 
Large family room and eat-in 
kitchen. 1-car garage. Within 
walking distance to UM-St. Louis. 
$1,050.00 a month. Utilities not 
included. Optional 3rd · story. 
Contact Craig at 314-495-8788. 3 bedroom, 1 bath 
house for rent 
Large f~mily room and eat-in 
kitchen . 2 car garage and 
fenced parking area. 
Located 1/2 mile from 
campus. $700 a month, 
utilities not included. 
, r RE.E. TEST. \vith immetii'lte results. 
cieteCls pref,IlCll1 lY 10 dClyS after it be3in.;" 
Contact Brian at 
(314) 614-7933 
. f'ROFESSIONt\L COUNSE.LlNG &. I\SSISTANCE. 
/\11 sl' Tvices drc frce <lnd conl1delltiilL 
Pregnant? 
2 bedroom, 1 bath 
house for rent 
Large family room and eat-in 
kitchen. Located 1/2 mile 
from campus. Dishwasher 
included. $600 a month , 
utilities not included. 
Contact Brian at 
(3 LJ) 61~7g3"3. 
Friday, February 7 
8 p. m. @ the· Fox Theatre 
Tickets $20 
available in 366 MSC 
(limit· 2 per student ID) 
--------------------------------~~~------~----------~--~----~~--~~----~--~ 
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Signs 0 
ABOVE: Students pass by the 
entrance to Clark Hall on the 
first day of classes of Winter 
Semester 2003. 
RIGHT: During the Student 
Government Association 
meeting Friday, Matthew 
Berra, communication, rests 
his head. Berra was repre-
senting the Rlvennen Ice 
Hockey Team. 
All photos: Mike Sherwin! 7be.Cu17'elll 
<lise Current 
'" 
Li e on· Campus 
rally the crowd during the Rlvennen 
Basketball team's game Thursday 
evening. 
RIGHT: Rivennen center Jared Pratt (at 
right) and Northern Kentucky's Chris 
Seabrooks compete for the ball at the 
beginning of Thursday night's game. The 
Rlvennen lost the game 64-52. 
JanU3l1 20, 2003 
